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INTRODUCTION. 
-

The importance of the charge transport and charge storage properties of Si02 relative to the
reliability of modern MOSFET technologies and Si bipolar transistor technologies has been
emphasized in earlier reports. We are continuing to use the sophisticated new techniques that
are now available to study these important effects. Some of these techniques are:

1. The photo IV technique for determining charge location.

2. The avalanche injection technique for studying charge trapping.

3. The use of various types of radiation to inject charge and to create hole-electron pairs.

4. The automatic insitu ellipsometer to measure Si02 growth kinetics.

5. Advanced silicon processing and ion implantion facilities to construct samples as needed.

The equipment mentioned above are highly automated which enables us to make accurate
measurements and process the results using a computer. Our emphasis continues to be placed
in the following areas:

1. To study the effect of ion implantation using species of particular interest, on the electron
trapping characteristics of Si02.

2. To determine the effect of Si02 processing conditions on hole and electron trapping in
Si02.

3. To investigate the effect of various types of radiation, as used in modern devices construc-
tion on the electron trapping characteristics of Si02.

4. To evaluate the possibility of using electron trapping regions deliberately introduced into
the S102 to improve the electrical breakdown characteristics.

5. To study the effect on the Si-Si02 interface of non-penetrating radiation applied to the
outside surface of the Si02.

6. To study the growth kinetics of S102 as influenced by the substrate doping and also to
study the growth of Si02 on polycrystalline silicon as required by new silicon gate
technologies.

4
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The information resulting from the studies described above is vital to the development of
Improved technologies in the future and will also result in new, important , fundamental
understandings of charge transport mechanisms in Si02.

The work on the effect of Al implantation on the electrical trapping characteristics of
S102 has been completed and has been submitted to the Journal of Applied Physics as two
papers entitled: S

Electron Trapping Resulting from Aluminum Implantation
Into S102: Trap Characterization

D. R. Yowig D. J. DIMarla, W. R. Hunter, and C. M. Serrano

Electron Trapping Resulting from Aluminum Implantation
Into SIO2: Charge Location

D. J. DiMaria, D. R. Young, W. R. Hunter, and C. M. Serrano

The work using P implantation is almost complete and we expect to have these results written
up for publication in the near future. This will be described in a later report . We have had a
problem with inconsistent results at the lower energies. This is thought to be due to a charge
exchange problem in the ion implanter that is being investigated. The work on As unpianta-
tion is underway and we expect these results will also be available soon. Our preliminary
results indicate a much larger trap cross section for As as compared with P. Dr. Roger J.
DeKeersmaecker , from The Catholic University of Leuven, has joined our group and is
working on the As implantation.

We have discovered an error in our previous calculations of the profiles of implanted species
with respect to the sign of the third moment term. Our results have been corrected in this
respect.

The work on E-Beam Enhanced Electron Trapping in Si02 has been extended and a copy of a
paper that has been submitted to the Journal of Applied Physics is enclosed. This paper is
entitled

E-Besm Enhanced Electron Trapping In S102

.J. M. Altken, D. R. Young, and K. Pan

A paper is enclosed entitled:

Atalanche Inj ection of Holes Into S102

.1. M. Altken and D. R. Young
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This paper was presented at the IEEE Annual Conference on Nuclear and Space Radiation
Effects, July 1977 and will be published in IEEE TRANS ON NUCL SCI DEC 1977.

Some important new work has been done using an electron trapping region deliberately
introduced to improve the electrical breakdown characteristics with particular application to
the oxide grown above polycrystalline Si. This oxide is known to have in an inferior break-
down characteristic and spectacular improvements have been observed. This work is described
in a paper that is included in this report that has been submitted to the Journal of Applied
Physics entitled:

Use of Electron Trapping Region to Reduce Leakage Currents and 
-

Improve Breakdown Characteristics of MOS Structures

D. J. DiMaria, D. R. Young, and D. W. Ormond

The relatively high leakage currents observed for the polysilicon are thought to be due to
asperities in the polysilicon resulting in high fields and large current densities. The charging of
electron traps will occur readily locally due to these large current densities and the trapped
charge will Lower the field and inhibit the effect.

The photo IV technique has been used to study the migration of Na in the SiO, and has
verified earlier results that this transport is interface limited. This has been submitted to the
Journal of Applied Physics as a paper entitled:

Room Temperature Conductivity and Location of Mobile Sodium Ions
in the Thermal Silicon Dioxide Layer of a Metal-Silicon Dioxide-Silicon Structure

D. J. DlMarla

A copy of this paper is enclosed.

Work is continuing on understanding the cause of positively charged surface states generated
at the Si-Si02 interface under illumination with VUV photons of energy larger than 9eV.
These photons are thought to be absorbed within the first 100-200 A of the Si02. The surface
states are generated under negative gate bias applied to the gate , hence hole and positive ion
transport toward the Si-SiO, interface are ruled out. The effect is observed at low bias (e.g.
1 MV/cm and decreases when the bias is increased, a fact which rules out an explanation in
terms of hot electron and impact ionization of traps etc.

The remaining possible explanations of the effects are: a) the illuminating light reaching the
interface with sufficient intensity; b) fluoriuminescence yielding band-gap photons that can
penetrate to the interface; C) excitons diffusing to the interface and leaving a hole trapped
there. Preliminary experiments indicate that the (c) is the likely explanation.
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To further separate between these explanations experiments are planned on 3 device struc-
tures: Free standing Si01 films for studying transmission and Luminescence directly; MOS
structures for studying the accumulation of positive charge at the Si-Si02 interface the field
dependence of the photoconductivity; and a buried shallow junction diode underneath the Si02
that can detect both photons and excitons (by separating the hole-electron pair ) which are
absorbed in the Si.

The temperature, Si02 thickness, and photon energy dependencies in these experiments should
be sufficient to fully understand this effect.

Experiments are also planned to measure: 1) the band-gap of Si02 by measuring the barrier
between Al or Au electrodes and the valence band of Si02 for hole injection; 2) hole motion
at low temperature will be measured by combining hole injection with VUV photons and
detection with the photo I-V technique (with D. DiMaria); and 3) the field-dependence o the
cross section for electron capture on trapped holes (hole-electron annhiliation or recombina-
tion).

The effect of silicon doping on the oxidation rate has been studied by E. Irene and D. Dong
for low resistivity wafers (.0012cm). For temperatures greater than 1040°C the oxidation rate
for boron doped substrates is greater temperature than for P doped substrates. The rate of the
P doped substrates is similar to that of lightly doped (22cm) wafers at temperatures between
780°C and 1000°C. The rate for P doping is greater that for B doping and the results for B
doping are similar to the lightly doped case. Data analysis in terms of the linear-parabolic
model shows that the linear rate constant is always greater for P doped material. The linear
constant is related to the surface reaction. The reversal in the order of the oxidation rates is
due to the parabolic rate constants which are controlled by the diffusion of oxidant through
the growing Si02 film.

A practical application of this data is to enhance the oxidation of N~ regions relative to lightly
doped regions by using low oxidation temperatures.

A paper entitled:

Dielectric Breakdown Phenomena In SiOz

T H. DiStefano and M. Shatzkes

is enclosed. This paper explains dielectric instabilities in thin Si02 on the basis of a model
Involving impact ionization and a negative resistance runaway due to the build up of positive
charge resulting from the impact ionization. This paper has been published in

Proceedlágs of the Third International Symposium on

Silicon Materials Science and Technology

The Electrochemclal Society

7
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Another paper on the electronic structure of Si~Ge1.~O2 is enclosed. This paper is entitled:

The Electronic Structure of SIO,and Intermediate

~~x~~ l-x°2 Compositions: Experiment and Theory

Sokrates T. Pantelides, Bernard Fischer, Roger A. Pollak, and Thomas H. Dl Stefano

This paper has been published in:
Solid State Communications

21,1003 (1977)
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ELECTRON TRAPPING RESULTING FROM ALUMINUM IMPLANTATION
iNTO Sl02: TRAP CHARACTERIZATION ’

D. R. Young, D. J. DiMaria, W. R. Hunter , C. M. Serrano

ABSTRACT

Johnson, Johnson and Lampert (1) have studied the effect of Al implantation on the trapping
behavior of Si02. The large fluence that they used (1. x 1014/cni2) and the low annealing
temperatures (up to 600°C) resulted in a trapping efficiency of I and made it impossible to
characterize the traps. We have used a lower fluence and higher annealing temperatures to
reduce the trapping efficiency and enable us to characterize. the traps. The predominant trap
cross sections are 1.26 x 10 16 and 1.40 x 10 17cm2. In a companion paper by DiMaria, Young,
Hunter and Serrano the location of the trapped charge is discussed.

‘ This research was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, the Department of Defense and was monitored by the Deputy for Electronics
Technology (RADC) under Contract No. F19628-76-C-0249.
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L INTRODUCTION

The effect of Al implantation on the electron trapping behavior of Sa02 has been studied

by Johnson, Johnson and Lampert (1) using MOS structures. They used a fluence of 1 x iO ’~

at/cm2 at 20 keV with a Si02 thickness of 1400 A. This work indicated that most of the traps

were due to displacement damage. The maximum annealing temperature was 600° C. In a

recent talk given by D. R. Young (2) some data were presented showing that annealing

temperatures up to 1050°C result in a substantial reduction in the trapping rate. This data is

given in Fig. 1. It was hoped that these high temperature anneals would eliminate the

displacement damage and enable us to study the trapping associated with the Al sites. We

have also varied the Si02 thickness from 490 to 1400 A and the implantation energy from IS

key to 40 keV. The location of the trapped charge has been studied on the sample samples by

DiMaria, Young, Hunter and Serrano using the photo I-V technique and these results are given

in a later section.

IL EXPERIMENTS

A. Sample Prr argztio.v

Silicon p-type wafers are used with a resistivity of 0.1 to 0.2 ohm-cm. The Si02 is grown

at 1000°C in a dry oxygen environment. The samples are ion implanted and then cleaned. A

heat treatment of 1050° C for 30 minutes is used. As soon as possible after the heat treat-

meat , Al metallurgy is applied in the form of dots, .080 cm, in diameter, by evaporation

followed by a post metallization annealing treatment of 400°C for 30 minutes in N2.

B. Me~uw~ nent Technique

The electron current is induced in the Si02 using avalanche injection from the Si (3, 4). A

feedback circuit is used between the output of the electrometer and the 500 khz square wave

generator to control the amplitude of the square waves and keep the current in the S102

constant at a value that is preset as desired. As trapping occurs, the square wave amplitude is

- 
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Page 3

autómitically increased to compensate for the effect of the trapped charge. The square waves

are interrupted periodically to measure automatically the flat band voltage as a means for

monitoring the trapped charge build up in the Si02. In the course of a typical run 400 - 600

measurements are made. These data are fed into a computer and the results are analyzed to

provide information concerning the trap cross section.s and the trap densities. The computer

program can resolve two different traps if their cross sections are separated by at least a factor

of 2. The analysis of the results follows the same proceedure followed by DiMaria, Aitkin and

Young (5). The S102 current used depends on the cross sections of interest and in this

particular experiment the range was 9 x 10.10 to 9 x 10~ A. The largest current is used for the

small cross section traps. The change in flat-band voltage is given by

AVFa h’~ _ _ _ _

C D
0* 0* (1)

where C0~ 
is the Si02 capacity D01 is the Si01 thickness, Q..

~
. is the trapped charge and ~ is the

centroid of the trapped charge as measured with respect to the A1-Si02 interface. The flat

band voltage measurement does not enable us to determine 0T and X independently and as a

result we refer to an effective charge given by

QE~~
h Q

T X

D01 (2)

Ning (6) has shown that these considerations do not effect our measurements of the trap cross

sections.

We obtain the cross sections and the effective trap densities by fitting exponentials to our

data. The cross section is given by

TI
(3)

where T is the time constant of the exponential, I is the current density and q is the charge on

the electron.

12
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The magnitude of the exponentials gives us the effective density of the traps. The charge

centroid correction must be used to obtain the actual density.

The implanted Al profiles have been calculated using the LSS range statistics of Gibbons.

Johnson and Mybrole (7). Their data have been corrected for the lower density of our Si02 as

compared with single crystal quartz. The factor used is .84. These profile calculations are

shown in fig. 4. It can be seen that for our thinnest sample (D ,2—490 A) penetration of the

Al into the Si should be appreciable for an implantation energy of 20 keV. Results are

presented indicating that substantial penetration actually occurs even for the 15 keV implanta-

tion.

if we substitute the expression for the Si02 capacity into eq. 1 we obtain for the flat band

voltage shift

V~~~Q1~~

- (4)

where is the dielectric constant of Si02. This relationship is independent of D
02 

and thus

we see that V
FB should not depend on D02 if Q

~ 
and ~ are independent of D

02
. We assume

that this is the case if the implanted Al does not reach the Si-S102 interface.

C Lrp.imeutol Results

We have compared our trapping results on implanted samples with non implanted , but

otherwise identical, samples and we find a large increase in the trapping rate , indicating that

we can neglect the graps present in the non-implanted Si02.

The experimental results are given in fig. 3 for D
01 — 1400 A, fig. 4 for D0~ — 730 A and

fig. 5 for D/
02 — 490 A. In the case of fig. 3 (1400 A) we see a large increase in the trapping

(~V~ ) as the implantation energy increases, a significant but smaller increase is noted in fig. 4

(730 A) and in fig. 5 (490 A), it is seen that the trapping actually decreases for implantation

13
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- 

energies above 20 keV. The fluence in all cases is 1 x 1013 at/cm2. The change in these

results with D
02 

is due to the penetration of the Al into the Si. This is shown by fig. 6 where

is seen to be a function of D~ and not independent of D0 as predicted by eq. 5. This

penetration occurs for D01 — 730 A at 30 keY.

The large increase in trapping with the implantation energy (V1) shown by fig. 3 (D
01 —

1400 A) is a surprising result . The average sláft (~V~~)AVO taken from these data is plotted

as a function of implantation energy (VI) on a log-log plot in fig. 7 and we see that the slope

is 2 indicating that the trapping varies as V~
2. The increase in the charge centroid (~

) has

been shown by DiMaria to be proportional to V1 and our result can not be explained solely on

this basis. This indicates a linear dependence of the trap density on the implantation energy.

A summary of the measured trap densities and cross sections is given in Table I. The

total effective trap concentration observed is 3.5 x 10*2. The charge centroid measurinents of

DiMaria et al. indicate the X/D02 — .44 for this case. Using this correction results in an

actual trap density of 8.33 x 1012 as compared with the implanted fluence of I x l0’~.

IlL Disas.nion of Results

Our results for the thick S102 (D 02 — 1400 A) which does not allow penetration of the Al

through the Si02 into the Si shows that the trapping varies as the square of the implantation

energy. The charge centroid measurements suggest a first power dependence. As a result, we

conclude that the number of traps is proportional to the implantation energy . This leads to the

conclusion that the trapping we are observing is due to implantation damage in the Si02 even

though we have annealed our samples at temperatures of 1050°C.

The trap cross sections associated with this damage have bees :haracterized and the

predominant cross sections observed are 1.26 x 10 16 and 1.40 * 10 17,

14
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Page 6

TABLE t

Trap cross sections (a) and effective densities (N 1) for the traps resulting from a 30 keV al

implant with a fluence of 1 x 1013 At/cm2 and D
02 — 730 A.

o(cm2) N1(cm~2)

1.60 x io’~ 4.60 x 1011

1.26 z 1O~’~ 1.14 x 1012

1.40 x 10 17 1.40 x 10~

1.26 a 1O~~ 5.00 a l0l~

15
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I ’ Page 7

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Flat-band voltage shift as a function of time for various annealing tempera-

tures. The annealing time is 30 minutes.

FIgure 2 Aluminum concentration profiles calculated using LSS theory f~r various

implantation energies. The fluence is 1 x 1013 at/cm2.

Figure 3 Flat-band voltage shift as a function of time for various implantation energies.

Figure 4 Flat-band voltage shift as a function of time for vi~rious implantation energies.

FIgure 5 Flat-band voltage shift as a function of time for various implantation energies.

Figure 6 Flat-band voltage shift as a function of time for various Si02 thicknesses.

Figure 7 . Log-Log plot of the average flat-band voltage shift taken to 6500 sec. as a

function of implantation energy.

16
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ELECTRON TRAPPING RESULTING FROM ALUMINUM
IMPLANTATION INTO Si02: CHARGE LOCATION *

D. 3. DiMaria, D. R. Young, W. R. Hunter , and C. M. Serrano

IBM Thomas 3. Watson Research Laboratory
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598

Technical Assistance of: H. Ripke , J. A. Kucza, E. J. Petrillo, H. F. Lazzarri ,
— and E. D. AJley. -.
- ABSTRACT 

-

The centroid of electrons trapped on sites resulting from aluminum implantation into Si02
has been measured using the photo I-V technique for energies from 15-40 keV , oxide thick-

nesses from 490-1400 A, and pre-metalization annealing temperatures from 600-1050°C in N2
for 30 minutes. The centroid and the distribution of the trapped electrons were found to be

identical to those of the implanted aluminum from SIM- measure Inents, regardless of annealing

temperature from 600 to 1050°C, and in shallower from the Al-Si02 inte rface by < 90 A than

predicted from the LSS calculations of Gibbons, Johnson, and Mylroie. The trapping behavior

of these sites is discussed in the previous paper by Young et al.

* This research was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
the Department of Defense and was monitored by the Deputy for Electronic Technology
(RADC) under contrac t No. Fl9628-76-C-0249.
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The centroid of trapped electronic charge resulting from traps introduced by Al implanted

into the Si02 layer of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures has been investigated using

the photo I-V technique developed by DiMaria [1]. The technique is nondestructive and has a

sensitivity of less than 1011 trapped charges/cm2. The MOS structures had S102 thicknesses of

490 A, 730 A, and 1400 A. Implantation energies of 15, 20, 30 and 40 keV and post-

implantation annealing conditions from 600°C to 1050° C in N2 for 30 minutes were used.

The Al implanted MOS structures are in approximately a net neutral charge state after the

processing described in the previous article by Young et al. [21. To use the photo I-V

technique which depends on the internal fields due to trapped insulator charge, the traps in the

Si02 layer must be charged. This is accomplished by injecting electrons using avalanche of the

Si substrate [31 or internal photoemission [4] from either the Si or semi-transparent metal

contacts . As described previously [2], some of these electrons are trapped on sites related to

the implanted Al. Without the implanted Al, no noticeable electron trapping is seen under

similar injection conditions.

The photo I-V technique has been discussed in detail in recent publications (1 , 5-7], and

only the priflciple features and their application to this problem will be discussed here. Figures

1 and 2 show typical photo 1-V data for both polarities on a control and charged MOS

structure with a 1400 A Si02 layer implanted with a tluence of 1 x io’~ Al/cm2 at 20 keV and

annealed at 1050°C in N2 for 1/2 hour prior to inetallization. From the parallel voltage shifts

for postive gate bias and for negative gate bias between the I-V curves in Figs. I

and. 2, the centroid ~ and trapped negative charge/cm 2 0/c were determined from the photo

I-V relations [1] !/L~~(1-(~ V / ~ V ’)] 1 and Q/e—e(AV -g~Vi /(eL) where L is the Si02

thickness, e is the electronic charge , and e is the static dielectric constant of Si02. For the

data of Figs. 1 and 2, the centroid and trapped charge density were determined from the photo

I-V relations to be 330 A and 3.4 x 1012 electrons/cm2, respectively.

26 
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The photo I-V data were reproducible on any given sample and from sample to sample.

Displacement current effects were negligible. These effects have been discussed in detail in

recent publications [1, 51. These displacement currents can arise from additional charge

trapping or from photodetrapp ing while performing the photo I-V measurements. Because of

the 1QW capture probability (defined as the product of the capture cross section and the

number of empty traps per unit area) which is <iO~ for sites related to the implanted Al

discussed in the previous article by Young et al. [21, charge trapping effects were negligible.

Photodetrapping effects were negligible (except in one case) for the energies used here (4.5 or

5 eV) and will be discussed lacer. Complete capacitance-voltage (C-V) curves were recorded

prior to and after both the charging and the photo I-V measurements. Flat-band voltage shifts

deduced from these C-V curves were identical to the positive gate bias photo I-V shift ~ V1~ to

within a few tenths of a volt. This is consistent with a bulk trapped charge distribution since

C-V measurements are more sensitive to charge at the Si-Si02 interface than photo I-V

measurements f 1, 8).

The sample preparation was discussed previously [21. However, in this study only thin

(100 - 150 A) Al electrodes were used to allow penetration of the incident light through the Al

into the Si substrate so that internal photoemission currents (on which the photo I-V technique

is based) were generated. The experimental set-up for the photo I-V measurements has been

reported before [9].

In FIgure 3, the centroid measured from the metal-oxide interface (!) is ~iIotted as a

function of Al implant energy in the range of 15-40 keV for oxides with thicknesses of 490 A.
730 A, and 1400 A. The points in this figure connected by dashed lines are deduced for the

negative trapped charge from the photo 1-V experimental technique . All samples in this figure

were charged by avalanche injection from ’the Si substrate at current levels of 9 x 10 ~ or 9 x

l0~’ A [2]. The other lines are calculated for the implanted Al using LSS theory 110). Each

experimental point in Figure 3 represents the average of ! over many samples. For all samples

-— 7
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in Figure 3, the fluence was 1 x 10 ‘~ M/~~
2 and the post-implantation annealing was carried

out at 1050°C for 30 minutes in N2. As seen in this figure , there is some discrepancy between

the experimental results and the LSS calculations for all energies and oxide thicknesses (the

photo I-V results show the centroid closer to the Al except for ! at 15 keV on the 730 A and
1400 A samples). The roll-off and pinning of!  at the higher energy implants on the thinner

oxide samples (for all energies on the 490 A samples and for 30 and 40 key on the 730 A
samples) is due to a significant fraction of the Al penetrating into the Si substrate which is not

sensed by the photo I-V technique. Otherwise, the data points should be independent of Si02

thickness. In addition to the pinning effect , the loss of Al to the Si also reduces the trapping

that is observed as discussed in the companion paper by Young et al. in this issue 12]. The

LSS theoretical plots also show deviations when Al is lost to the Si substrate, but this occurs at

higher implantation energies than the experimental results.

The experimental conditions were varied to see what effect they had on the centroid of

the negative trapped charge. These centroids were found largely independent of the following

experimental variables:

I. Amount of trapped charge - in the range from 10 “ to 10 *2 electrons/cm2.

2. Injection mechanism to fill traps - avalanche or internal photoeinission from the Si

substrate, or internal photoemission from the Al electrode; except for a small anomo-

Ions effect observed for the sample with a 40 keV implant into a 1400 A oxide which

will be discussed later.

3. Post-implant annealing conditions - from 600°C to 1050° C for 1/2 hour in N2.

4. Fivence of Al - from 5 x 10 12 to 2 x 1O’~ Al/cm
2.

• 5. Oxide th ickness - in the range from 490 A to 1400 A if the Al does not penetrate into

the Si substrate.

Items ( 1) and (4) were anticipated froni the low capture probabilities (less than one out of

every thousand electrons injected into the Si02 layer is captured) of the implanted Al related

trapping sites as discussed in Young et al. [2]. Item (3) was not expected. Since much more

— 2$
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trapping under identical injection conditions was observed on the 600°C annealed samples as

compared to the 1030°C annealed samples [2], it was expected that part of the additional

trapping would be caused by atomic displacement damage and move the centroid towards the

Al-Si02 interface. This was not the case. Annealing from 600°C to 1050 °C, only removes

some of the trapping sites surrounding the implanted Al distribution as will be discussed next.

The photo I-V experiments presumably sensed negative charge trapped on sites rela ted to

the implanted A l .  To confirm this experimentally and also profile the implanted Al distribu-
V

• tion in the oxide layer, secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was employed where the

primary ion beam was O~ and a sputtering rate of ~ 2 A/sec was used on the Si02 layer . The

samples were 770 A of thermal Si02 on Si implanted with an Al fluence of I x iO’~ cm 2 at 20

keV. The SIMS measurements showed that the profile of the implanted Al was largely

independent of post-implant annealing conditions (unannealed as compared to a 1050°C

anneal in N2 for 30 mm .). Figure 4 shows a profile of the implanted Al as measured using

SIMS and compares it to the profile calculated from LSS theory . I determined from the SIMS

data of Figure 4 is given in Table I for 490 A and 730 A thick Si02 layers and is compared

with values determined from the photo I-V measurements and the LSS calculations. The

centroids determined from the photo I-V and SIM S measurements are in good agreement for

the two different oxide thicknesses to within the sample to sample variation. This implies that

the distribution of the negative trapped charge (from photo f - V)  is the same as the implanted

Al (from SIMS). Figure 4 also shows that the full width at half maximum for the SIMS data is

~ twice as large as calculated . This is consistent with observations of Chu cc al. for heavier

ions at higher energies in thermal S102 layers using He ion backsca*terlng techniques [11 , 12].

This broadening of the distribution implies that more Al should be lost to the Si substrate on

thinner Si02 samples and that the measured values of!  should progressively deviate more with

the US calculations as the oxide is made thinner. As mentioned previously, the former trend

is seen in Figure 3 where the roll-over due to Al penetration into the Si substrate is predicted

by the LSS calculations to occur at somewhat higher implantation energies than observed

29
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experimentally . The latter trend is seen in Table I and Figure 3. In Figure 3, the largest

deviations with the LSS calculations for all energies occur on the 490 A thick Si02 samples (~
70 A to 90 A from 15 keV to 40 keV).

Attempts were made to photodetrap electrons trapped on the sites related to implanted Al

with energies below the conduction band edge in the range from I - 5.5 eV. As discussed in a

previous publication [1], the gate and substrate were grounded and the internal field of the

negative trapped charge was used to favor photodetrapping and block internal photoeinission

of electrons from the contacts at energies >3 eV which would repopulate discharged trapping

sites. Neither the full spectrum of a 900 watt xenon high pressure lamp nor the spectrum of a

60 watt deuterium lamp (which has a broad peak at ~5.5 eV) with a 5.5 eV low frequency

pass filter (to prevent possible hole injection from the contacts and trapping) for times as long

as hours were successful in removing many trapped electrons in any of the samples discussed

here. In the most extreme case on the MOS structure with a 1400 A Si02 layer and implanted

at 40 keV, ~ 16% of the total trapped charge which was 2.9 x 10 *2 ~~~ .2 was removed with

the deuterium lamp. The centroid of the charge removed was ~70 A in deeper from the

Al-Si02 interface than the charge remaining, originally trapped under avalanche injection

conditions from the Si. As mentioned earlier (see item 2-injection mechanism ), only this

sample (1400 A Si02, 40 keV implant) showed a pronounced dependence of the centroid

position on injection mechanism. The centroid moved up to 125 A closer to the Al-Si02

interface for trapped electron densities from 1 x 10 U t0 1 x 1012 cm •~ when photoinjecting

from this interface with 4.5 eV light to fill traps. These two experimental observations are

consistent with each other and imply that photodetrapp ing can explain the anomaly mentioned

in item 2.• This photodetrapping was observed to be influenced by the local fields [13-151 and

optical interference patterns [15] and/or the light energy in the Si02 layer since the centroid

measured by the photo I-V technique varied somewhat under photoinjection conditions

(injecting interface and light wavelengths used).
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Our results can not be compared readily with those of Johnson et al. [161 (Al implanted

at 20 keV with a fluence of 1014 cni 2 into a 1400 A Si02 layer) since most of their measure-

ments and analysis of flat-band voltages and photocurrents were on unannea led MOS

structures. They deduced a centroid for trapped space charge injected from the Si-S102

interface at 670 A from the A1-Si02 interface and observed that this space charge could be

photodetrapped at energies � 4 eV . They correctly concluded that the centroid was in deeper

from the Al-Si02 interface than expected because every injected electron from the Si-Si02

interface was captured (capture probability of unity). This favors charge build up near the

injecting interface regardless of the overall spatial distribution of oxide traps. They also

concluded that a substantial fraction of the electron traps were due to displacement damage.

Our use of high temperature annealing treatments and lower fluences avoided the problems

encountered by Johnson et al. [16].

In summary, the centroid of electrons trapped in the Si02 layer of an MOS structure

resulting from aluminum implantation has been located by the photo I-V technique. This

centroid and the trapped electron distribution are essentially identical to those of the implanted

Al as determined by SiMS measurements and independent of annealing temperature from

600°C to 1050°C. For implantation energies from 15-40 keV , the centroid was found to be

in fair agreement with those predicted by the LSS calculations of Gibbons. Johnson. and

Mylroie [101. Similar studies to those presented here and in the previous paper by Young et

al. on other ions with different masses should further increase our understanding of the

interactions of ion beams with amorphous solids on the scale of angstroms.

The authors would like to acknowledge the critical reading of this manuscript by M. I.

Nathan and A. B. Fowler and helpful discussions with B. L. Crowder and J. F. Ziegler. The

SIMS measurements were performed by F. W. Anderson and I. C. Webber of the IBM East

Fishkill, N. Y. facility. The thermal oxide layers were grown by J. A. Kucza, E. J. Petrillo,
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• and H. F. - Lazzarri. The thin Al electrodes were deposited by E. D. Alley, and H. Ripke

provided continuing experimental assistance.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Normalized photocurrent (photocurren t divided by area and intensit y) for 5 eV

light as a function of positive gate voltage (Si injecting): •-control, A- charged

- 

by electron avalanche injection from the Si substrate . The MOS structure had

a 1400 A St02 layer, 20 keV and 1 x 10 U Al/cm2 implant , and was ann ealed

at 1050° C for 1/2 hour in N2 prior to metal lization.

f ‘ Figure 2 Normalized photocurrent for 4.5 eV light as a function of negative gate voltage

(Al injecting). Samples are the same as in Figure 1.

Figure 3 X as 1’a function of Al implantation energy from 15-40 keV for 490 A, 730 A,

and 1400 A thick Si02 layers. The points ., o, and ~ are experimental values

for the trapped negative charge distribution using the photo I-V technique and

the lines ...., .-.-. , and are the values predicted by LSS theory for

the implanted Al distribution. All samples were charged by avalanche injection

of electrons from the Si substrate.

Figure 4 Normalized Al density for a 20 keV implant energy and a fluence of 1 x iO~

cm 2 as a function of distance from the air-oxide interface into a 770 A thick

Si02 film . The normalization factor was the peak value of the Al density in

the film. The dashed and solid lines are the profiles determined from SIMS

measurements and LSS theory, respectively.
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TABLE I

Centroid Comparison for a 20 keV Al implant into Si02.

OXIDE THICKNESS (A) - CENTROID (A)
PHOTO I-V SIMS LSS

490 265 274 335

730 320 346 367
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E-BEAM ENHANCED ELECTRON TRAPPING IN S102

3. M. Altken. D. R. Young
IBM T. 3. Watson Research Center

• - 

- 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 10598

L Pan-’
- 

. Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Boston, Massachusetts

ABSrRAC7

Electron irradiation of MOS capacitors with 25 KeV electrons is reported to introduce

additional uncharged electron traps into the oxide layer. These traps persist after most of the

• 
- positively charged defects introduced by the ionizing electrons have been removed by the usual

low temperature (~ 400 C) anneals. Their presence in the oxide is determined by avalanche

• 
• Injection of hot electrons. Observed electron capture cross-sections range between io~~ to

1O~~cm2. Effective trap densities increase with increasing dosage of 25 KeV electrons and are

reduced by forming gas anneals at temperatures in excess of 550 C. After a 400 C post-

irradiation anneal , oxides exposed to 10 ’ coal-cur2. of 25 KeV electrons exhibit a total

additional effective trap density of 5 x 10” distributed over these cross-sections. The traps

are possibly associated with dipolar defects formed when valence electrons localize around an

ion after the bonds are broken.

+ work done as M. I. T. summer co-op student. 
-

This work is supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. the
Department of Defense , monitored by the Deputy for Electronic Technology (RADC)
under contract No. F19628-76-C-0249 Electronic Technology Laboratories.
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L INTRODUCTION -

Studies of radiation damage in MOS devices are concerned usually with the rate at which the

oxide layer traps positive charge or accumulates surface states in a given radiation

envIronment.” 2 This information is required to know how long a given device with its unique

processing history will operate reliably in such an environment. However, when ionizing

radiation (electron beam fabrication, lithography reactive ion etching, etc., RIE, ion implanta-

tion) is used repeatedly in the processing steps themselves to fabricate the device, the concern

Is that the damage can be completely eliminated at each stage in the fabrication. This is

$rticularly important in conjunction with the enhanced hot-electron emission probability in

the projected small geometry ( -  lp) devices fabricated by these processes. Additional oxide

defects may act as electron traps leading to shorter device lifetimes. Studies of damage by

Ionizing radiation in bulk glasses show that it consists partly of structural damage to the S102

lattice.3’ ‘The positive charge associated with some of these centers is removed by low

temperature5
~ 

6 (<400 C) anneals. Until now it has been assumed that with the removal of

this charge, the oxide has been restored to its original state. Data presented here will show

that In addition to these positively charged defects, neutraL defects which act as electron traps

• are introduced into the oxide by irradiation. Thesà centers persist despite anneals at tempera-

tures In excess of 550 C leading to enhanced trapping of hot-electrons in the S102 layer of

MOS capacitors.

The presence of additional neutral electron traps in the oxide layer of MOS devices

exposed to ionizing radiation has only recently come to light.’ Low energy electrons or

photons (~ I MeV) lose eec gy in the Si02 layer principally by promoting Si02 valence

electrons to excited stat es.S Momentum transfer at these energies is not sufficient to cause

lattice displacements, but if these excitations are larger than the SIO1 band gap (9 cv), bonds

may be broken. Both the electrons’ and holes’° created in such an event are quite mobile and

drift toward the interfaces where the holes are trapped at pre-ezisting process-related sites.~ ~

42
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Although the events and energies involved in the production of positively charged defects are

well-understood, little is known about the generation of neutral defects in the oxide. Positively

• charged centers in MOS devices are obvious from careful measurements of flat-band

(capacitors) or threshold (FET) voltages. But these charged defects are almost completely

removed by low temperature anneals and are not the prime concern. Since the charge state of

the neutral defect after anneal precludes observation by capacitance-voltage measurement

alone, electrons are injected into the oxide where a small traction are captured by the defects

resulting in an observable voltage shift in the C-V curve. The shift of the capacitance curve

on the voltage axis as electrons are injected is analyzed to determine the cross-section for

electron capture, and the effective trap density. The dependence of the effective trap density

on electron beam fluence , annealing temperature, and injection temperature is also studied.

IL EXPERIMENT DESCRIFI1ON AND SAMPLE PREPARATION

These experiments were performed on aluminum gate MOS capacitor structures which

remained intact throughout the irradiation and annealing processes. Aluminum dots 33 mils in

diameter were evaporated from an r-f heated crucible through a shadow mask onto a 440 A
thick layer of Si02, grown in dry 02 at 1000 C on a .2 ohm-cm p type <100> silicon substrate.

After metal deposition the capacitors received a 400 C, 20 minute anneal in a 90% N2, 10%

03 forming gas mixture for 20 minutes. After fabrication some of the wafers from this batch

were irradiated in an electron-beam lithography system while others were kept as unirradiated

controls. Individual capacitors on the same wafer were subjected to a fluence of 25 KeV

electrons. The dosage was varied between 1O~ to l0~’ coal-cm 2 and was calculated from the

known beam current , exposure area and exposure time. At this energy, the maximum range of

electrons in aluminum is 5 ~& so that a substantial portion of the incident electrons penetrate

Into the S10213 
- 

. 
-

The samples were given a post-irradiation anneal in forming gas at temp eratures in excess

of 400 C. Flat-band voltages and surface state densities were checked after this step. Within
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the limits of accuracy for absolute flat-band determination (± 50 mV) the flat-band voltage

had been restored to its pre-irradiation value. A comparison of quasi-static C-V measurements

before and after post-irradiation anneal showed that surface state densities at mid-gap had

been reduced to slightly below their original value. This is consistent with previous experi-

ments on irradiated MOS capacitors and FET~s.*, 2, 14 Following the anneals, some of the

electrons generated in the avalanche plasma of the substrate by a positive voltage pulse at the

gate arc injected into the oxide where a small fraction of them (� 10 ’) are captured by the

existing defects. The resulting shift in flat-band voltage is a direct measure of the effective

densities of the traps and the rate at which the shift occurs is determined by their electron

capture cross-section. .

The particular techniques15
~ ~‘ and apparatus7’ ~ used to inject electrons has been

described previously. A constant average electron current is maintained by a feed-back loop

which automatically raises the amplitude of the high frequency (> 10 KHZ) sawtooth voltage

waveform on the gate compensating for the change in the field at the injecting interface caused

by the trapped charge. Periodically the current injection process is stopped and the flat-band

voltage is measured by an automatic circuit in less than 4 seconds. The data are recorded

directly into an IBM VM168 computer via an IBM Research Device Coupler. Each individual

experiment consists of several hundred to a thousand data points. This allows very accurate

determination of cross-sections and trap densities from the time evolution of the flat-band shift

at a particular current level. Data analysis will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Experimentally the total effective number of traps occupied by eLectrons after a charge Q

has been passed through the oxide (or after a time I at a current density j) is

— COX~
V

FB

a (1)

where Q — $•~J dt’, e Is an elementary electronic charge , C0~ is the oxide capacitance per unit
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area, and AV,1 is the measured shift in flat-band voltage caused by the injected charge. The

affective charge density is defined by

L (2)

where I (measured f rom the aluminum interface) is the centroid of the total charge density N

and L Is the oxide thickness.11 Separate experiments can be done to determine I but they will

not be discussed here.” Only the product of! N is measured in these experiments. The data

presented here are displayed in the format described by equation (1).

IlL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS -

Increasing the total fluence of 25 KeV electrons from l0~ to 10-’ coul-cm 2, results in

Increased effective densities of filled traps at any giveá value of avalanche injected charge.

This is illustrated in figure 1 for capacitors which were irradiated to the indicated dosage, -

annealed and subjected to electron injection at room temperature. The increase in N50 exists

despite the fact that these samples were given a 400 C, 30 minute post-irradiation formin g gas

anneal. (All the anneals described here were performed in a forming gas ambient). Over this

range of dosages the density of unannealed radiation-induced traps was proportional to the

dosage. Background trapping typical of these oxides is shown for an unirradiated control

wafer. The control was not annealed further after the post-metal anneal used in fabricating all

these capacitors. (Anneals at 400 C had negligible effect on the background trapping in the

controls although some additional decrease in surface states occurred.) Reproducibility of

these results on other similarly treated wafers from the same batch was excellent. The graphi-

cal format using the logarithm of injected charge is necessary to display the data because the

additional electron traps created by irradiation have a range of cross-sections between 10~’3cm2

and 10”cm2. These trapping cross-sections are Listed along with the appropriate effective trap

densities In Table I and will be discussed later. Since the flat-band shifts observed here are

considerably larger than the 50 mV upper limit for positive charge established by initial
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capacitance measurements, the extra traps introduced by irradiation are neutral. Two more

accurate measurements in these samples show that no more than 2.2 x 10’°cm 2 (40 mV) of

the unannealed trapping centers are positively charged. These will be discussed at a later time.

The curves in figure 1 were obtained by first injecting charge at low currents into the

oxide and measur ng the flat-band shifts. When the shift rate decreased sufficiently at this

current level (indicating that traps in this range had saturated), the current was increased.

Samples were avalanched first at 4 x 10.8 A-cm 2 for approximately 20,000 seconds and then

at 4 x to~ A-cm2 for approximately 10,000 seconds.

Low temperature (77 K) and room temperature (295 K) trapping behavior is shown in

figure 2 for two capacitors given identical exposures (10 ’ coul-cnf 2 at 25 KeV) and post-

irradiation anneals (400 C for 30 minutes in forming gas). These capacitors are contrasted

with those for uxurradiated controls subjected to electron injection at these two temperatures.

At room temperature the samples wcre avalanched at two current levels to speed the filling of

the lower cross-section traps and allow accurate tracking of flat-band voltages. These current

levels were 2 x iO~ A-cin~
2 and 1 x IO~ A-cm 2. At liquid nitrogen temperature because both

the irradiated and control samples contain large densities of shallow traps which fill rapidly at

77 K a lower current of I x 10~’ A was used.

Note that in both cases the total density of tra ps in the irradiated capacitor - at any given

value of injected charge is greater than in the appropriate control capacitor. The flat-band

voltages for all four capacitors were checked at 77 K by monitoring the voltage at which the

freeze-out dip in the high frequency C-V characteristic”, readily visible on such highly doped

samples, appeared. The particular samples from which the data in figure (2) were obtained

had flat-band voltages of -.940 volts while the control samples had flat-band voltages of -.900.

All samples measured were within this range (as were the others measured on these wafers)

but no more than .040 volts of the excess trap density in Figure 1 or 2.2 x 10’°cm2 is due to

this additional positive charge. Previous measurements on radiation-induced positive’2 and on
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oxide charge2° present in as-grown films indicate that the positively charged defect captures

electrons with a field-dependent cross-section of 10.12 to 10 ’5cnf 2 Since a maximum field of 4

MV/cm was present across the oxide during the 295 K measurement, the cross-section for

electron capture is greater than 10 ’5cm2. All the positive charge will have been annihilated

when 5 x 10’s electrons cm2 have been injected. The excess total effective filled trap density

(differe nce between the trap density of the irradiated and annealed sample and the control

sample) at this charge level is 6 x 10’°cm4 indicating that some neutral traps with this

cross-section are also filling. The situation is similar for 77 K but since the current was lower

than that used at 295 K, the oxide field was no greater than 3 MV/cm and the electron

capture cross-section for positive charge was greater than S x 10’5cm2. In this case, positively

charged centers are 87% filled when a charge of I x l0’5cm2 is injected . Again the number

of filled traps at this level is substantially greater than that expected from positive charge

atone.

As seen in figure 2, the traps introduced into the oxide by irradiation span a large range

of known electron trapping cross-sections in Si02, i.e., from 10~’3cm2 to 10 ”cm 2. The total

effective density of filled traps at a given value of injected charge 
- 
is then”

N50 — ~~~, N’~ (1 - exp (- a~Q))

where N~55 is the saturated effective density of the ith trap and is its cross-section. By

analyzing the rate at which the effective trap density shifts with time over a Limited range of

Q, curves such as those shown in figure 1 and 2 may be analyzed for N’Es and e,. This is

possible since a large number of data points (— 300) are taken on each of these curves. The

details of this procedure are described elsewhere7
~ “ but the analysis is performed by a

computer program which iteratively chooses values of N~5 and for two exponentials to

minimize the standard deviation between the actual data and the calculated curve. Standard

deviations of less than 5 x 10° traps-cm 2 are typical of the results. Such an analysis was

perfor med on the four capacitors from which the data in figure 2 were obtained and others like

them. Reproducibility between these samples was excellent , although a small field dependence
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was noted. This is consistent with the reported field dependence of positive and neutral

centers generated during c-beam aluminum deposition in polysilicon gate PET’s reported by

)4ing 2’ The cross-sections and effective trap densities derived in the analysis are displayed in

Tables I and II for trapping at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature respectively.

These results were obtained from data generated at the lowest currents feasible for measuring

the cross sections of interest in a reasonable time. Traps A and B have been noted previously

In irradiated but unannealed samples of this type.7 Traps D and E have been discussed

previously by many autho&5 and are thought to be related to water in the oxide? The trap

densities of all these centers are increased by the irradiation and not removed by this anneal at

400 C. 
- . 

-

Generally, the traps in the irradiated and control capacitors can be characterized at both

temperatures by the same cross-sections. The increase in the effective trap density caused by

irradiation is given in the last column of the table. Note that in Table I and II this increase

is approximately temperature independent. In this respect the radiation induced neutral

trap. differ dramatically from the traps (D and E) which exist in the native oxide prior to

irradiation. This is an indication that radiation induced traps are fundamentally different from

those in the as-grown oxide. The native oxide traps also exhibit an unusual phenomena in

both irradiated and unirradiated samples. Although they capture 3-4 times more charge at 77

K than at 295 K, the traps do not empty when warmed to room temperature. After 16 hours

at room temperature with the gate grounded less 10% of the traps had released electrons.

Extending the period of anneal at 400 C had little further effect on reducing the number

of traps generated in the oxide by exposure to 10~ coal-cm2 of 25 KeV electrons. After the

thirty minute anneal at 400 C, successive isochronal anneals at 450 C and 300 C were given

i&miI2rly irradiated capacitors on the same wafer so that the third capacitor measured had seen

heat treatments at three temperatures. After each anneal the effective density of filled traps

was measured as a function of injected charge and the wafer re-annealed. The results are
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presented in figure 3. The three curves are labelled by the maximum temperature in the anneal

history seen by the particular capacitor. A general decrease in the number of traps is noted

but even the 500 C anneal does not reduce trapping to pre-irradiation (control) levels. No

higher temperature anneals were attempted with these samples, since aluminum begins to react

with and diffuse through the oxide more rapidly at higher temperatures. From similar results

on polysiicon gate capacitors on which no aluminum is present over the gate oxide, an anneal

temperature of around 600 C appears necessary to remove these defects completely. This

point has significant technological importance since real devices fabricated by electron-beam

lithography are limited to low temperature anneals after deposition of the aluminum metallur-

gy. - 
-

IV. DISCUSSION

The nature of the uncharged defects caused by ionizing radiation is unknown. However,

measurements of the residual stresses on SW2 f ilms on silicon substrates by EerNisse and

Norris~ have shown that stresses induced by ionizing radiation are removed in a well-defined

stage at 650 C. These authors attribute this component of the damage to broken bonds in Si02

tetrahedra. In these experiments the temperatures required to anneal these defects leads to a

similar model and possibly an identification of these same defects as trapping sites. When

bonds are broken , valence electrons can localize primarily at one site leading to a light

relaxation of the surrounding lattice. This has been speculated for E’ defect centers in Si02~

and defects in polar materials.~ This forms an automatically compensated dipole-Like defect. -

To re-establish the original bonds, additional thermal energy is required to remove the lattice

deformation. Capture cross-sections for this defect would be lower than those for a strictly

couloinbic center , due to the shorter affective range of the dipole potential and increase as the

separation between the poles. The effective capture radius of a trapping center is related to its

capture cross-section by r~ (e/,r)~
2. Using the cross-section of 1.6 z l0~’cm2 as representative

of traps with maximum distance between poles we arrive at a capture radius of 2.3 A.

I
-rn 
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Separation between the poles can be estimated from the theoretically derived expression

for a dipolar electron trap. On the basis of a distance of active attraction model BelmontU has

derived the expression

a~~ e28
32kTe

where e is an elementary electronic charge, 8 is the separation between poles. k is

Boltzmann ’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and e is the dielectric constant of the

medium. Substituting the appropriate values for S102 at room temperature and using the largest

value for a (2 x 1045cm2) as representative of the dipole with largest separation we arrive at 8

~ .4 A. Since the Si-0 bond distance is approximately 2 A, this number is certainly

reasonable.26 It should not , however , be take n too seriously since the theory predicts a

temperatu re dependence to a which is not observed. However, it does indicate that displace-

ments on the order of .~~ A or less can explain the observed cross-sections. These displace-

ments are also consistent with the residual stresses observed in irradiated MOS structures?

As mentioned earlier , the temperature independence of the electron-induced traps sets

them apart from those present in the oxide prior to irradiation which tend to be “shallow” at

least as far as electron capture is concerned. The electron re-emission from the native oxide

traps is not understood but is speculated to be due to lattic relaxation around the shallow

2lectron trap once it has captured an electron at 77 K. These relaxations tend to self-trap the

electron at the site.~’

The exact atomic nature of the defect is unclear but a doubly charged oxygen vacancy

may be responsible. The evolution of atomic oxygen from Si02 has been noted previously.~’ 
27

If such a vacancy were to capture a doubly negative charge, it could act as a neutral electron

trap. Whatever the nature of defect, it may be associated with structural or chemical imperfec-

tions in the Si02 existing prior to irradiation. If this is indeed the case so~ie process optimiza-

lion may be used to control them. This will be the subject of another publication. However.

~
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the phenomena do appear to be quite general in nature , appearing in both poly-silicon and

aluminum gate devices.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that residual radiation damage in the form of neutral electron traps exist

in the oxide layer of MOS capacitors even after most of the trapped positive charge introduced

by irradiation has been removed. The density of these traps increases with total electron-beam

exposure over the range of electron beam dosage necessary to expose c-beam resists (10’ -

10’ coul-cm 2). The traps are possibly associated with dipole-like defects introduced into the

oxide by the irradiation. Anneal temperatures in excess of 550 C are required to remove all

evidence of damage from the oxide after irradiation. This presents a significant problem in

cases where aluminum metallurgy is in place as part of the device structure during irradiation.
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TABLE I - TRAPPING PARAMETERS AT 295 K

IRRADIATED~ CONTROL
& ANNEALED~~

TRAP CHARGE 01(cm2) N~~(cin~
2) 0r1(cm2) N’ (cm2) AN~~(cm 2)

A + i.2xio 1’ “2.OxlO’° _ 1.0x10 14 5x10 1° 1.5i1010

B 0 1.6z10 ” 4.411010 — 
- — 4.4x10’°

C 0 2z10 ” 8.4x10’° — — 8.4x10’°

D 0 7x10 ’~ 2.58xlO’~ 3x1041 1.88x10” 7.011010

E 0 1z1O ’~ 4.711011 1.4110 ~ 2.6x1O~ 2.1x1O~

S

+ 10’ 10~cou1-crn2 at 25 KeV

+ + 400°C 30 m m  in 90%N2, 10%H2

i f ’ .  
. 

— -  - - - -JL .- - -
- - _ ‘ t~~~~~

_ ---- -- -- --- ----‘—--- _--~.-—-- —— -—--. 
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TABLE I I -  Tra pping Parameters at 77 K

IRRADIATED CONTROL
& ANNEALED~~

TRAP CHARGE o1(cm~~) N~~(crn 1) or~(cm~2) N~~(crn 2) ~3~jt n~3)

A + lilO ” 32101 1.6i10 ” IxlO’ 21101*

B 0 1.7x10 ” 9.3z10’° 1.6z10 ” 
- 

4.7z10’° 4.6z10’°

C 0 l.4z10 ” 6.111011 1.0x10~’ 5.2z10” 8.7z10”

D . 0 1.9z10 ” 8.911011 1 7110 11 7.9z10” 1.OzlO ”
- S

E 0 1.0~10”~ 10.611011 1.0x10~~ 7.811011 2.8z10”

+ 10 ’coul-cm 2 at 25 KeV

++ 400°C, 30 mm in 90%N 2, l0% H2

S
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Effective density of filled traps plotted as a function of injected charge - for

aluminum gate capacitors with an oxide thickness of 440 A which had been

subjected to various fluences of electron-beam irradiation and then annealed at

400 C for 30 minutes in a forming gas ambient.

Figure 2 Effective density of filled traps plotted as a function of injected charge for

aluminum gate capacitors with an oxide thickness of 440 A which had been (1)

Irradiated with iO~ coul-cm 2 of 25 KeV electrons; (2) annealed at 400 C for

30 minutes in forming gas; (3) injected with electrons at either 295 K or 77 K.
S

A control sample was also injected at each of these two temperatures for

comparison.

Figure 3 Effective density of filled traps plotted as a function of injected charge for

aluminum gate capacitors with an oxide thickness of 440 A. After irradiation

with lO4coul-cxn 2 23 KeV electrons, the capacitors were given cummulative

anneals at successively higher temperatures to reduce the density of neutral

traps. The anneal history for the samples is as follows: -

400 C 30 mm forming gas

400 C 30 mm forming gas
450 C 30 mm forming gas

400 30 mm forming gas
- - - 450 30 mm forming gas

500 30 ruin forming gas

The highest temperature in the anneal history was used to label the data in the figure.
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USE OF ELECTRON TRAPPING REGION TO REDUCE LEAKAGE CUR-
RENTS AND IMPRO VE BRE AKDOWN CHARACTERISTICS OF MOS
STRUCTURES

D. I. DiMar ia
D. R. Young
D. W. Or mond

Technical Assistance of: D. W. Dong, E. D. Alley, 1. A. Kucza and S. Ruffini

IBM Thomas I. Wat son Research Center
Yorktown Heigh ts, New York 10598

Typed by: Georg ianna K. Grant

Abstra ct:
A tr apping layer of W (~~10” atom s/cm2) has been deposited between 70 A of thermal silicon
dioxide grown grown from a polycrystal line silicon substrate and 520 A of deposited pyrolytic
silicon dioxide in an MOS structure to reduce high leakage currents and low voltage break-
downs associated with asperities at the polycrystalline Si-thermal Si02 interface . MOS
structures without the W layer but with the pyrolytic Si02 layer were also found to be effective.
This improveme nt is ascertained to be due to localized electron trapping in the W or pyro lytic
oxide layer at low average fields which reduces the locally high fields and therefore high dark
currents associated with the asperities. At highe r average fields uniform trapping is believed to
be dominant. This uniform effect can also enhance the breakdown characteristics if the
trapped charge is not detrapped by the applied field.

• This research was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency the
Department of Defense and was monitored by the Deputy for Electronic Technology (RADC)
under contract No. F t 9628-76-C-0249. -
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Asperities or defects on the silicon surface are generally thought to increase insulator
- 

leakage current and lead to low voltage breakdowns in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)

devices. This has been dramaticall y shown for thermal oxides grown on top of polycrystall ine

silicon [1 , 2, 3] which are important for various types of devices based on Si technology , such

as the Floating Avalanche Injection MOS (FAMOS) [4], Rewritable Avalance Injection Device

(RAID ) [5], and Charge CoupLed Device (CCD) [61. It is believed that these asperities cause

locally high fields to occur which in turn lead to localized high dark current densities (via

interface limited , Fowler-Nordhiem tunneling) [1 , 2] and low voltage breakdown. By reducing

the high field points or their effect , an improvement in leakage current S and breakdown

voltages is expected [3]. One way to accomplish this is to incorporate a charge trapping layer

in the structure. This layer would capture some of the electrons injected at the high field

points , thereby reducing the local field and current in turn. We report here a series of

experiments using a charge trapping layer on top of thermal oxides grown on polycrystailine

silicon which we believe show this concept.

The metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structures used here were the following, and will

be designated by A, B, and C:

A: Al-thermal Si02 (450 A)-po ly Si(3.5 x I0~ Qcm n)

B: Al-pryo lyt ic S102(520 A)-tit er mai Si02(70 A)-poly Si(3.5 x IO~ ~2cm a)

C: Al-pyrolytic Si02(5 20 A)-w(~~l0~ atorns/cm2)-therm al S102(70 A)-po ly Si(3 .5 x iO~ ~2cm

a)

The deposition of the polycrystallirie silicon on degenerate n single crystal silicon, doping of

the polycrystalline silicon , and subsequent thermal oxidation , has been described previously

( I I .  The deposition of the tungsten (W) trappi ng layer and the pyrolytic oxide layer have also

been described in detail in current publications by the authors [6, 7~. The circular aluminum

gate electrodes had areas of 1.3 x 10.2 cm2 and were appro ximately 3000 A in thickness. No

post-metallization annealing was perf ormed. All oxide thicknesses were determined by MOS

capa citance.
61
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- The dark current-applied gate voltage characteristics were measured on virgin samples

using a constant voltage ramp or by stepping the voltage. For the constant voltage ramp

experiments, ramp rates of 5.1110~2 MV/cm-sec or 9.5x10~ MV/cm-sec were used with a

• Keithley No. 29000 logarithmic picoammeter. Voltage was ramped in the direction of

increasing the magnitude of either positive or negative bias until a current level of 8 x iO~

A/cm2 was reached and then the ramp direction was reversed (see direction of arrows on data

in Figures 1 and 2). The data of Figures 1 and 2 have been corrected for the displacement

current (~ 3.5 x 10 ’ A/cm2) due to the time rate of change of the gate voltage. The initial

starting voltage for the ramp experiments was when electronic conduction currents began to

dominate over the displacement current. In the voltage step experiments, the magnitude of the

average field was increased from 0 V in 1 MV/cm steps for both gate polarities until the

sample suffered destructive breakdown. Currents, measured using a Keithley 417 high speed

picoamnieter, were recorded 1 minute after each step increase. Although there were some

detailed differences in the current-voltage characteristics due to differences in trapped negative

charge buildup in the structures, the two experimental techniques yielded the same general

results that are discussed here. I-V data were reproducible from capacitor to capacitor. Some

voltage breakdown measurements were performed (see Figures 3 and 4) using the voltage

ramping techniques of Osburn and Orniond [81.

Figures 1-4 clearly show that a charge trapping layer removes the effect of locally high

fields due to asperities at the polycrystalline silicon-thermal silicon dioxide interface. In

Figures 1 and 2, the magnitude of the average field (gate voltage magnitude divided by the

total oxide thickness of the structure ) required for a given current measured in the external

circuit is larger when an electron trapping layer is present for either voltage polarity. Note

that structure C (with the W layer) is better than structure B (without the W layer). This is

consistent with the experimental observation that the trapping efficiency of the structure with

the W layer (C) is greater than the structure with ju st the pyrolytic oxide (B) [6, 71. I-V

characteristics for both structures B and C which have a 520 A pyrolytic silicon dioxide layer
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are shifted to much higher average fields than structure A. The increased trapping efficiency

of the structure with the pyrolytic oxide layer on the thermal oxide layer (B) over the structure

with ju st thermal oxide (A) grown on the polycrystalline silicon substrate is thought to be

related to the water content of the pyrolytic oxide. The I-V characteristics of structures B and

C are in the range of those for MOS structures which have thermal oxides grown from silicon

crystal silicon substrates [1, 9, 10). -

The sequence of events occurring in structures B and C to reduce the effect of asperities

is believed to be as follows: 
-

(1) At low applied gate voltages, localized trapping occurs to rapidly remove the effect of

the asperities.

(2) As the field is increased, uniform trapping occurs which shifts the I-V characteristics to

higher average fields. -

From the step voltage I-V measurements, localized trapping appeared to occur for structures B

and C at very low current levels (�7.9 x l0~2 A/cm2) and low applied fields (�2 MV/cm) for

either polarity. Near this current level, there was a pronounced departure of the I-V charac-

teristics for structures B or C from that of A. This departure appeared as a ledge (1.5 to 2

MV/cm wide) where the current increased very slowly up to a level of between 7.9 x 1O 12

A/cm2 and 3.9 x lO~ A/cm2. This ledge was wider for structure C (with the W layer) than

for structure B. After these ledges, uniform trapping appears to be the dominant factor in

controlling the I-V characteristic. The data of Figures 1 and 2 are representative of this

uniform trapping behavior.

The bysterisis In these data is due to electron trapping. Data simihe to Figures 1 and 2

on an MOS structure with a 563 A thermal oxide grown from a single crystal n-degenerate

silicon substrate showed less hysterisis for either voltage polarity than that observed for

negative gate polarity on structure A (see Fig. 2). The amount of hysteñsis for either polarity

is greatest for structure C, next ii 8, and smallest for A. The hysterisis (or positive gate bias
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on the structure A (see Fig. 1) has been reported before (2 , 5] dnd is thought to be due to

enhanced local trapping in the thermal oxide layer near the high field points due to the large

local current densities [1, 21. In subsequent voltage ramp cycles, all structures showed a

memory effect in which negative charge trapping in the previous cycle pushed the I-V charac-

teristic out to higher ave rage fields at the start of the next cycle. The rapid current increase

for positive gate bias on structure C, is indicative of the beginning of current runaway near

destructive breakdown (8, 9].

If the differences between the I-V data of structures B and C (see Figs. I and 2) is due to

uniform negative charge trapping in the W layer, one should in principle be able to determine

the position of this layer from the voltage shifts between B and C using a technique similar to

that recently described for photocurrent-voltage measurements (6]. This photo I-V relation-

ship is [61 -

!/L— [1+( I ~V5~ I /L)/( I ~V5 I /L )J ’ (1)

where ! is the centroid measured from the Al-pyrolytic Si02 interface, L is the total oxide

thickness of the structure , and I AV~’ I and I ~V~ I are the gate voltage shift magnitudes at a

constant current level for positive and negative gate bias, respectively. Using equation ( 1) and

the experimental values of I ~V I /L and I ~V1 I /L from the data of Figs. 1 and 2, the W

layer was located at a distance of 72 A from the poly Si-thermal Si02 interface which is in

excellent agreement 
- 

with the measured value of 70 A. Only the data for current levels less

than 3 x 1O~ A/cm2 were used in order to avoid the current runaway region on structure C for

positive gate bias (see Fig. 1).
a

Figures 3 and 4 show the sell-healing and the destructive breakdown distributions for

positive gate bias (poly-Si injecting) on structure A and C. Both distributions for sample C in

Fig. 4 show very few low average field breakdowns which are characteristic of thermally

oxlded polycrystalline silicon surfaces as shown for sample A in Fig. 3. These histograms in

Fig. 4 are in fact very tightly distributed around an average field of ~ 8.8 MV/cm for such
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large area capacitors when compared to thermally oxidized single crystal Si MOS structures (8,

I ll.

The position of the W trapping layer was picked close to the polycrystalline Si -thermal

interface to maximize the field reduction between the negative trapped charge and this

Interface while simultaneously minimiving the possibility of discharge by field-assisted thermal

emission or field emission to the pyrolytic oxide conduction band in the field enhanced region

In the pyrolytic oxide layer. However, the W region was chosen far enough away from the

polycrystalline Si-thermal Sb 2 interface ()‘50A) to prevent back tunneling to the poly-Si.

As seen with structure B, other trapping layers besides W can be used to achieve the

current reductions and increases in breakdown voltage presented here. These trapping layers

could be formed by ion implantation , evaporation, or chemical vapor deposition. This

technique of using a trapping layer to increase breakdown voltages could be used on other

capacitor structures besides MOS structures.

The authors wish to acknowledge the critical reading of this manuscript by A. B. Fowler

and the assistance of D. W. Dong, E. D. Alley, N. A. Bojarczuk, .1. A. Kucza, and S. Ruft lm,

who fabricated the samples.
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ROOM TEMPERATURE CONDUCTIVITY AND LOCATION OF MOBILE SODIUM IONS
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SILICON STRUCTURE’
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ABSTRACT

Room temperature conductivity of mobile Na~ ions in the Si02 layer of a MOS structure is
directly shown to be interface-Lim 1ted by use of the photo I-V technique . Na~ ions were
found to be located within ~ 50 A of the interfaces regardless of field stressing conditions
(2-4.5 MV/cm), temperature (20-40 °C), number of ions drifted (up to 2.6 x 10a2 cm~2), or
number of temperature-bias cycles used to move Na + ions back and forth between the
interfaces.
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Room temperature conductivity of mobile Na + ions in the thermal Si02 laye r of a

metal-silicon dioxide-silicon (MOS) structure is investi gated in this study using the photo I-V

technique [1-4]. In this report , the location of the mobile Na + ions as they are moved around

in the oxide layer of the MOS structures under different temperature-bias stressing conditions

directly shows that the ions are always found near the interfaces (within about 50 A regard-

less of temperature between 20-40 °C , field stressing conditions between 2-4.5 MV/cm , the

number of Na+ ions drifted (up to 2.6 x 1012 cm 2), or number of temperature-bias stressing

cycles. This clearly shows that room temperature mobile Na + ion conductivity is interface-

limited as opposed to bulk-limited. This observation is consistent with those of - hers who

used more indir ect capacitance-voltage (C- V) measurements [5,6] which are only sensitive to

the charge-centroid product [7 ,81.

The MOS samples (A1—Si02(500A)-— .1 ~2cm p-Si(< 100>)) used for the photocurren t

measurements were similar to those described in a previous publication [9) except that the Al

gate electrode was semitransparent (130 A) surrounded by a frame region for contacting

purposes which was ~ 17% of the device area. The rectangular device area was 3.83 x 10~
cm2, and samples where mou nted on TO-5 headers. Prior to metallization � 10 13 Na~
ions/cm2 were evaporated from NaCI salt onto the outer S102 surface [91. Na~ ions can

readil y move through the Si02 layer , but the compensating Cl ions are expected to remain at

the A1-Si02 interface because of their larger size.

The photo I-V technique [1-4 ] and the experimental set-up (101 have been described in

detail in other publications. Na + ions were drifted back and fort h between the interfaces at

temperatures between 20-40 °C, at fields of 2-4.5 MV/cm, and for times f r om minutes to

hours. Flat-band voltage shifts from C-V measurements of 0 to -5.5 V were typical corre-

sponding to Na + ion densities up to 2.6 x 1012 cur2. Afte r temperature-bias stressing, the

samples were cooled under bias and vacuum ( � l0~ Torr) conditions to liquid nitrogen
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temperature (77 ‘K) in order to freeze-out any further ionic motion (9] which would interfere

with the photo I-V measurements. All photo I-V measurements were performed at 77 ‘K

using an Air Products Heli-Tran low temperature dewar with an optical port and a sample

holder for the TO-S header s made from sapphire (good thermal conductivity, but electrically

insulating). The sample holder also had a field shield plate which could be biased if necessary

to surpress any extraneous currents due to vacuum external photoemission from any surface

exposed to the light beam. Samples were cycled back and forth between 77 ‘K and 20-40 ‘C

to shift varying amounts of Na~ back and forth in the Si02 layer. Photo I-V measurements

were done using 5 eV light for positive gate bias and either 4.5 or 5 eV light for negative gate

bias. All results reported here were reproducible on a given sample and from sample to

sample. Typical results of any of the measurements are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Figures 1 and 2 are photo I-V characteristics (II]  after various amounts of Na + had been

drifted towards the Si-Si02 interface or back towards the Al-Si02 interface in subsequent

cycles at temperatures between 20 ‘C to 40 ‘C at fields of ~ 3 MV/cm for times from 5 m m .

to 40 m m .  The corresponding flat-band voltage shifts (L~VFB) deduced from capacitance-

voltage (C-V) measurements are listed in the figure captions. These data are characteristic of

a given ~~~~ regardless of the number of temperature-bias cycles the sample had undergone

or the order in which they were done.

The data in Figs. 1 and 2 are consistent with Na+ ions distributed near the Si-Si02
interface (2-4, 121 for any of the stressing conditions. Fig. I (Si photoinjecting) shows

Increased changes in the shape of the photo I-V charactesistic as compared to the control
(aV~~— 0) with increasing flat-band voltage shift magnitude and hence with increasing Na~
ion concentration. The photo I-V curves in this figure for âV~~ c 0 are splitting and shifting
with increasing field towards lower applied gate bias as has been seen before for positive

charge (trapp ed holes) distributed near the Si-Si02 interfa~~ 12-41. Fig. 2 (Al photoinjecting)
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shows very little difference of the photo 1-V curves for any of the cases listed. At higher

voltages there Is a slight splitting with increasing field of the photo i-V curves where the

characteristics are shifted towards more negative voltages. This could be due to negative

charge (probably from the uncompensated immobile Cl Ions) very near the Al-S102 Interface

or the absence of the Na 4 ions that have been drifted to the Si-Si02 interface. Nevertheless,

the pronounced differences between Figs. 1 and 2 Imply that Na 4 at the Si-Si02 interface has

a different effect (due to location and possible lack of compensating ions) on the photo I-V

characteristic for Si injecting (Fig. 1) than Na4 at the Al-S102 interface for Al Injecting (Fig.

2). Na4 appears to be approximately at the Al-S102 interface as compared to being distribut-

ed near the Si-Si02 interface [2-41.

An estimate of the position of the Na 4 centroid from the Si-S102 Interface can be

obtained by using the low field region of Fig. 2 (oxide voltage drop ~ - 4 V) which is not as

sensitive to charge near the Al-SiO2 interface and by using the photo I-V relation AV1 — (I -

as discussed In previous publications [14]. Using AVFB — -3.05 V, a photo I-V

shift AV1 for Al photoinjecting of ~ .34 V or ~ .I6 V should be observed for a centrold

distance from the Si-S102 interface L-i of so A or 25 A, respectively. Clearly, the centroid is

closer than so A from the Si-Si02 interface from the data of Fig. 2.

Displacement current effects [1,21 due to electron capture at 77 ‘K by Na4 Ions or traps

present In the as grown oxide [9] were negligible under the conditions of the photo I-V

measurements and had no influence on the shape of the photo 1-V characteristics (1,21. It Is

Interesting to note that because of the very low electron trapping probability of the Na 4 Ions

(which Is ~ IO~ for capture cross sections ~ 10.15 cia2 and Na4 related trap veal densities of -

s 1012 cm 2 [9)) dips seen in data similar to Fig. 2 for the case of trapped holes near the

51-5102 interface [2,3] are absent. These dips appeared In the vicinity of the flat-band voltage

and were attributed to a displacement current effect as the Si surface potential changed in time
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due to electron annihilation of trapped holes (trapping probability of ~ 1 for a field dependent

coulombic capture cross section of 10~2 - iO~~ cm2 over the range of electric fie lds of interest

and for trapped hole densities of ~ 1012 cm 2 [2,4]).

For reasons of discreteness of charge and dependence on the internal photoemission
model (2, 12-131, the Na4 ion charge distribution near the Si-Si02 interface was not profiled

using the data of Fig. 1 and the Powell-Berglund technique [12). For 1012 trapped

charges/cm2 (average separation of 100 A), discreteness effects become important if these

charges are < 20 A from the photoinjecting interface because of a three-dimensional distrib-

ution of the potential near the interface.

Figs. 1 and 2 directly show that there are no significant numbers of Na+ ions in the bulk

of the Si02 film for the ion drift conditions studied here. This implies that the transport

process of mobile sodium in these MOS structures at temperatures from 20 ‘C to 40 ‘C for

the stressing times, stressing fields, and amounts of drifted ions is limited by the escape of the

Na’ ions from the interfacial region (interface-Limited as opposed to bulk-limited ionic

conductivity). This interpretation is also consistent with the experimental observations, using

flat-band voltage shifts, that Na ’ ions moved back towards the A1-Si02 interface more easily

than towards the Si-S102 interf ace. This interface-limited conductivity is also in agreement

with the results of others (for the experimental conditions used here) from more indirect C-V

measurements which used flat-band voltage shifts as a function of time and applied voltage to

Investigate the ionic conduction mechanisms [5,61. At higher temperatures (>40 ‘C). there is

much experimental evidence for interface limited conductivity using many techniques (14]. All

these techniques (thermally ~timulated ionic conductivity, charge-time, C-V. threshold voltage

shifts of field effect transistors, current-voltage using a slow linear ramp, and radioactive

tracers (14)) indicate that Na + ions move more readily from near the Si-Si02 interface towards
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the metal-Sb 2 Interface (at least for Al or Au gate electrodes ) than in the opposltive direc-

tion. S .

Finally In view of the results presented here which Imply Na4 Ions are near . the In terfaces, *

data interpretation in a previous publication [91 on similar samples which had undergone

similar temperature stressing conditions can be further extended. In Figs. 2 and 3 of reference

9, effective electron trap densit y as a function of effective Na 4 density were shown where the

effective density is defined as the first moment (centroid multiplied by the total number of I -

traps or ions per unit area) divided by oxide thickness. For the Na ’ related trapping sites,

these figures now are indicative of the actual trap densities as a function of actual Na +

density.
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AVALANCH E INJECTI ON OF HOLES INTO Si02

by

3. M. Aitken and D. R. Young *

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Heights , New York 10598

ABSTRACT

Avalanche injection techniques are used to provide hole currents through MOS capacitors
and study the trapping of holes in the oxide layer. Although radiation is not in anyway
involved in these experiments , the trapped positive charge and surface states resulting from
hole injection are similar to those obtained using radiation. The processing and oxide thick-
ness dependence of hole trapping phenomena are also investigated. Prolonged post-oxidation
annealing treatments are shown to lead to enhanced hole trapping in - nardened ” oxides. Hole
trapping cross-sections between lO~~ and iO~~ cm2 and trap densities between l0 12 - 1013 cm 2
are measured depending on the processing conditions. The effective charge density is studied
over the range of oxide thickness between 200 A and 600 A as a function of post-oxidation
anneal in these “hardened ” oxides. While the effective charge density is only weakly depend-
ent on oxide thickness in unannealed oxides, in annealed oxides it exhibit s a strong linear
dependence of trapping on oxide thickness. The dependence on post-oxidation anneal time
and ambient are also discussed. These results indicate a strong similarity between hole
trapping induced by avalanche injection and by radiation.
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I. INTRODUCTiON - -

The lifetime and reliability of MOS devices operated in radiation environments depends

on the rate at which these devices trap holes when exposed to penetrating ionizing radiation.

This effect has been studied in detail by numerous authors .’3  These traps exist in the oxide

prior to irradiation and are filled when holes are created by the radiation in the vicinity of the

interfaces or are driven there by internal or external electric fields . These traps have also been

populated using non-penetrating radiation 4
~ and high-field stressing under negative bias.~7”

Various processing steps have been determined empirically which minimize the density of these

traps producing “radiation-hardened oxides ”.9 The picture which emerges from these studies is

a process-dependent concentration of neutral hole traps located near to the interfaces)0 In

addition the flat-band voltage shift induced by penetrating radiation has been found by various

authors to be proportional to the square” or cube of oxide thickness ’2 while non-penetrating

radiation exhibits as flat-band shift proportional to the first power” of oxide thickness.

In all the previous work , the oxide has served as the site where holes are generated by

radiation and the site where they are trapped. Complete understanding of these results

requires some knowledge of energy loss profiles and of the mechanisms by which electron-hole

pairs are created in the oxide. The purpose of this work is to describe a new technique for

injecting holes into the oxide which eliminates the need for radiation to produce them. In

addition it localizes the hole generation in the silicon and separates it from the trapping in the

oxide. Such a study serves to clarify the role played by holes in radiation phenomena by

eliminating the complications associated with ionizing radiation. The general features of hole

injection and trapping will be discussed. Measurements of hole trapping in oxides of various

thickness subjected to different post-oxidation anneals are also presented. Both the general

phenomena and the dependencies of trapping on oxide thickness and on post-oxidation anneal

are analogous to results reported using radiation to provide hole currents.
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II. AVALANCHE INJECT ION OF HOLES

As mentioned previously other techniques involving either ionizing radiation’5  or high

oxide fields’~’ have been used to generate positive charge in the oxide. Techniques which rely

solely on hot-carrier generation in the substrate have also been reported. Optically excited hot

holes from the the silicon substrate have been injected into the gate oxide of a poly-silicon

gate FET. ’3 Holes introduced into the oxide from an avalanche plasma surrounding an

oxide-covered p-n junction ” and from the avalanche plasma in the depletion regiorf of the

substrate have already been reported by other author s) ’~ 
16 The last technique, whici) is used in

this paper , is particularly attractive from a practical point of view since the carrier injection

rate can be controlled by the voltage and frequency of the exciting gate pulse and the carrier
.9

injection is uniform across the sample.

The general principles of avalance injection are illustrated schematically in figure 1 which

depicts the non-equilibrium energy-band diagram of an MOS capacitor driven into deep

depletion. Such a situation can occur if the period of the excitin g gate voltage is shorter than

the semiconductor minority carrier generation time , usually greater than lOOms.” If a suffi-

ciently large negative gate voltage V0 is applied to an n-type substraCe, the surface potential

will be pinned at the value VA at which avalanche multiplication ~f carriers begins to occur in

the substrate. Electron-hole pairs created by avalanche multiplication in the depletion layer

under the gate will be separated and move in opposite directions. Holes approaching the

Si-Si02 interface under the influence of the field in the silicon are not in thermal equilibrium

with the lattice . A small portion ,” appro ximately one out of every million , of these “hot ”

carriers are energetic enough to overcome the barrier at the interface and pass into the oxide ,

where a fraction of them are trapped at defects.

Whether charge injection occurs principally by tunnelling of hot carriers through the top

of the barrier or by passage of these hot carriers over this barrie r is not known. Empirically,

however , the field in the oxide near the silicon interface controls the average d.c. current 

$3 J 
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passing across the interface. This situation is analogous to that reported for electron injection

via avalanche techniques ’8; presumably the additional oxide field reduces the width of the

tunneiling barrier or the height of the image force barrier at the interface. A feedback circuit

exploits this field dependence to maintain a constant average hole current through the oxide by

automatically adjusting the gate voltage until a set current level is reached.

Prior to any charge build-up in the oxide, the magnitude of the current depends only on

the oxide field and is independent of oxide thickness. As positive charge density builds up in

the oxide, the decrease in field near the injecting interface is compensated for by a correspond-

ing increase in gate voltage , maintaining the set current level. The measured change in gate

— voltage tracks the change in flat-band voltage closely. When deviations do occur the flat-band

voltage change exceeds that of the gate voltage but by less than 20%. Such behavior is

consistent with the build-up of interface states. Charge located on the interface is exactly

compensa~ed by its image in the silicon so that while it is reflected in the flat-band shift it does

not alter the field in the oxide or the voltage necessary to maintain the current.

Positive charge generated by high field ( 10 MV/cmj emission has been postulated to

arise from tunnelling of electrons from neutral centers into the oxide conduction- bands’ or

from the impact ionization of neutral centers in the oxide bulk.”7 In contrast , avalanche

injection charges the oxide with fields in the range 3 MV/cm; this field is not sufficiently high

to allow electron tunnelling fro m neutral bulk traps’ and is below the observed threshold for

impact ionization of traps in the oxide.’

It should be noted that hole trapping exhibits dependence on both the peak oxide ficld

and excitation frequency used in the avalanche pulse train. The field dependence is as yet

unexplained , the frequency dependence is believed to have its origins in back-tunnelling of

holes into the silicon. These aspects of the injection will be treated in another publication.

Comparisons between various oxides were alutpys done at a fixed frequency and current level

to keep both factors constant.
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III. EXPERIMENTA L DETAILS

Two types of samples were measured. In the portion of this work which deals with the

general features of avalanche injection , samples were given a 10 minute in situ post-oxidation

anneal in nitrogen after growth. In those sections which deal with processing dependence of

hole trapping, the wafers were pulled from the hot zone of the furnace and allowed to cool at

the end of the furnace tube after oxide growth. This latter annealing procedure follows the

recommendations of Aubuchon9 for producing radiation-hardened oxides. Some of the

una nnealed wafers were given a subsequent post-oxidation anneal in a separate step to

determine its effects on hole trap concentrations. Post-oxidation anneal ’9 and oxide

thickness” 12 were chosen as process variables for stud y because of their importance in

determining the radiation hardness of oxides.

Al) the oxides were grown on .1 12-cm n type phosphorous doped silicon in a dry oxygen

ambient at 1000 C. This highly doped substrate (9 x lO”cm 3) is required to avoid edge

injection effects , lower the substrate breakdown voltage and the field across the oxide during

the injection process)5 The samples were given the post-oxidation annealing procedures just

described. Afterwards , circular aluminum gates 32 mils in diameter were deposited from an r-f

heated crucible. The majority of the wafers were then sintered in forming gas at 400 C for 20

minutes. Some wafers were intentionally not sintered alter aluminum deposition but this

anneal did not strongly influence the trapping. The flat-band voltages of the capacitors were

within 100 m V  of their theoretical value and the wafers showed no evidence of mobile sodium.

A summary of the processing variations examined on the wafers to date is given in Table

1. A batch of wafers consists of a series of oxides of different thicknesses grown at approxi-

mately the same time (on the same day) in the same furnace; four separate batches were

grown. Each run in the batch had a specified nominal oxide thickness and consisted of

approximately six to twelve wafers. Nominal thicknesses are given in the table and ranged

between 200 A and 600 A. After all the wafe rs in a batch were grown , some from each run
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were given the specified post-oxidation anneal. Time, temperature and ambient were varied in

the post-oxidation anneal matrix. The variables in a given run are indicated by the crosses in

the appropriate columns of Table I. Argon or nitrogen was used as the ambient , and anneal

times were varied between 6 minutes and 180 minutes. Wafers from batch 1 were used in

early characterization runs of hole trapping phenomena while batches 2 through 4 were used in

the process-related studies. Results from wafers within a batch and run were quite reproduci-

ble.

The experiment is accomplished using an apparatus which automatically switches the

sample at specified intervals between two circuits which alternately inject holes at a constant

current and measure the flat-band voltage of the capacitor. A feedback circuit automatically

adjusts the peak gate voltage to maintain a constant average hole current through the oxide.

These circuits are the same ones used for electron injection20; converting the apparatus to the

hole injection mode requires only reversing the substrate and gate connections.

Unlike operation in the electron injection mode, however , the shape of the voltage applied

at the gate is critical to hole injection. Following the experiments of Nagai et al.,” we

observed hole trapping in the oxide when sawtooth waveforms were used. No hole trapping

was evident when a square wave pulse was used. The competing processes of hole, injection

from the substrate and electron injection from the gate make hole trapping particularly

sensitive to the details of pulse shape. Because the barriers for electron injection from the

gate (3.2 eV) are lower than those for ~iole injection from the substrate (4.7 eV) care must be

taken to minimize electron injection during the avalanche injection pulse. Since only a small

fraction ’3 ( 10”) of the holes from the substrate are energetic enough to enter the oxide, the

avalanche current in the substrate is very nearly equal to the displacement current in the oxide

from current continuity requirements. The hole current through the oxide is proportional to

the product of the avalanche current and a factor which is an increasing function of the field at

- 
the silicon interface. Hole injection occurs then only when there is a displacement current

86 .
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through the oxide and a high field at the injecting interface . However, if such a field is

present across the oxide when no displacement current exists, electrons from the gate will be

injected instead. The sawtooth waveform presents a high field at the silicon interface when

the displacement current exists and removes it abruptly when this current has ceased, reducing

the electron injection into the oxide. On the other hand , the square wave pulse subjects the

oxide to high fields when no such current is present , resulting in electron injection and

annihilation of any holes which may have been trapped in the oxide.’0

Data are recorded directly into an IBM VM- 168 computer via an IBM Research Device

Coupler. This allows several hundred readings of flat-band voltage to be taken during a

typical experiment. This large number of points facilitates determination of trap cross-sections

and densities with fitting routines to be described later.

IV. RESULTS

A) GENERAL FEA TURES

Typical behavior of an MOS capacitor stressed by passage of an avalanche-generated hole

current through the interface is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 1 MHz and quasi-statics” C-V curves

are displayed before and after injection. Note the build-up of both positive charge and surface

states similar to that observed when capacitors are exposed to penetrating and non-penetrating

radiation.5 Many of the surface states are too slow to respond to the 1 MH z measurements

and give rise to the hysteresis in the post-injection C-V curves. Tunnelling of electrons out of

slow states accounts for the sense of the hysteresis. In the avalanche injection experiments the

voltage shift AV FB between the 1 MHz C-V curves is measured as indicated in the figure . This

quantity includes the contribution to the silicon surface potential of fixed positive charge in the

oxide and surface states fast enough to respond to the I MHz signal. Although the densities

of positive charge and surface states vary with processing these features are common in all the

capacitors mcasured. This particular capacitor was from batch I and was avalanched for 2500
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seconds at a current density of 1.7 x iO~ A-cm2. Quasi-static C-V measurements were done

with a linear voltage ramp changing at a rate of .1 V-sec~’.

The observed increase in positive charge and surface states is clearly a result of hole

transport through the interface and not due to any incident radiation. Other researchers have

reached this same conclusion 4’3.’0.” The results differ from those usually presented in discus-

sions on radiation induced charge since this trapping occurs under a negative bias as holes are

drifted toward the gate from the silicon interface. Mobile sodium can be eliminated as the

source of the observed shift since it is pinned under the gate by the field during the avalanch-

ing pulses. The shapes of these quasi-static and high frequency C-V curves are consistent with

a density of surface states near the upper half of the band gap removed somewhat from the

interface itself or a density of surface states close to mid-gap in the silicon.

After injection the trapped charge and surface state densities are quite stable. Except for

a small relaxation in the beginning (~— 10% ), the flat-band voltage did not change for months

when the capacitor was left , gate floati ng at room temperature. Application of a positive field

of 5 MV/cm did result in rapid relaxation. This is probably due to recombination of the

- trapped holes with electrons which can tunnel through the barrier at the Si-Si02 interface

because of the high density of positive charge and the high fields which exist there.

Figure 3 shows how the flat-band voltage changes with time as holes are injected into the

oxide. These particular capacitors were from the same wafer in batch I and were injected at

an average current of 4 x l0~ A-cm’2 with a 45 KHz injection waveform at liquid nitrogen and

at room temperatures. The shape of these curves is typical of all the data taken; the slope of

the curve gradually decreases as injection proceeds , approaching some saturation value of

flat-band shift. These curves are approximately exponential in shape as would be expected

from a process where the probability of capture at any time is proportional to the number of

unfilled traps in the oxide.22 Such models are oversimplified since they ignore detrapping and

back-tunnelling in the oxide but provide a convenient framewort for characicrizing the traps.
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They have been discussed previouslyU and result in expressions for the flat-band shift with the

effective saturated charge density N1,~ and the trapping cross-section a as parameters. On the

basis of this model the shift in flat-band voltage is given by the expression

eN 0,~ (1-exp (-ojt /e)

C 
(2a)

00

where e is an elementary electronic charge, C01 is the oxide capacitance per unit area and j is

the curre nt density. The effective trap density is defined by

N (2b)
1
01

where N is the total number of traps in the oxide per unit area, ~ is the centroid of their

distribution measured from the Al-Si02 interface, and t0 is oxide thickness. As is apparent

from figure 3, more positive charge is trapped in the oxide at any given time at 77 K than at

295 K. Similar results have been reported for positive charge induced by low temperature

irradiations.

The cross-sections and saturated trap densities which best characterize the data presented

in figure 3, were determined by a computer program which fits the actual experimental data to

an expression with the fo rm of equation (2a) involving the sum of two such exponentials. The

progra m iteratively chooses values for o~, 02 and N ,, N 2 until the root-mean squared deviation

between the measured and calculated curves is minimized. Deviations of less than 50 mV are

typical of the data presented here. The values for these parameters for the data in figure 4 are

presented in Table 11. Capacitors on the same wafer from batch I were used to obtain this
.5 

data . Average avalanche current was 4 x 10~’ A-cm2 at a freq uency of 45 KHz. Trap

densities and capture cross-sections are composed of a temperature dependent and a tempera-

ture independent portion. The additional traps filled at 77 K have a coulombic capture

cross-section of I x l0 ’~ cm~
2 but are associated with shallow traps in the oxide since they

detra p on warming to room temperatures. The initial trapping probability ~p at t— O, given by

— o 1N, + a2N2
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is displayed in the last column of the table. The hole trapping probability is around 5% at
.5 room temperature and 11% at 77 K, in these samples. Trappin g efficiency is however a strong

function of processing; different batches of wafers exhibit different trapping probabilities

depending on their post-oxide growth thermal history. Hole trapping probabilities were usually

less than 20% at room temperature in all the samples measured.

Curtis Ct al 2
~ using electron-beam injection and Nagai” et al us1ng avalanche injection

have also reported a 10% capture probabil ity for holes in Si02 at room temperature. These

results are in conflict with those of Ning ’3 reporting a 100% capture probability for holes

optically injected into the Si02 insulator of silicon gate FET’s. Diffe rences in processing may

be responsible for such discrepancies. The capture probability is influenced by the oxide field

present during avalanche injection , decreasing with increasing oxide field but even at the

lowest peak fields used for injection (1.5 MV/cm) it never exceeded 20% at room tempera-

ture. This aspect of the problem is being studied further.

Field-dependent hole capture cross-sections of iO~
3 cm2 to iO”~ cm2 are indicative of a

coulombic center yet this center appears neutral or compensated. Whether or not the shallow

traps which are populated at 77 K are in the oxide bulk is as yet unknown. Photo I-V

experiments are planned to directly address this question. .5 .5 .5

8) PROCESSING DEPENDENCE

Processing variations and their effect on hole trapping will be discussed in the remainder

of this section. Wafers from batches 2-4 were used for these measurements as discussed in

F - section III. The observations reported here were checked for consistency in at least two of

these three batches.

Capacitor to capacitor variations on a given wafer , and wafer to wafer variations in a

given run were minor. The major discrepancy arose between wafers of similar oxide thIckness

and processing history from different batches and involved the density of hole traps present in
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the oxides after pulling from the furnace in oxygen. The variation between batches is shown

.5 in Fig. 4 where the flat-band shift is plotted against injection time at a current of 9.6 x iO~
A-cm’2 . These oxides were 350 A thick and given a 400 C, 20 minute forming gas anneal

prior to the measurement to reduce surface state densities. Experiments showed that this
.5

- sintering step reduces the trap concentration in the oxide by 10%. Contamination of the

furnace or oxygen gases or variations in the cooling rate after growth may be responsible for
.5 

the batch to batch variation.

.5 Despit e this , the effects of extended post-oxidation anneals were consistent between

batches. In three separate batches of wafers , 90 minute post-oxidation anneals at 1000 C

resulted in enhanced hole trapping in the oxides. This point is illustrated in figure 5, where the

flat-band shift due to hole trapping on oxides processed in batch 4 is plotted as a function of

injection time at a current density of 9.6 x l0’~ A-cm2 for two different ambients.

The influence of the ambient used in the 90 minute post-oxidation anneal is also illustrat-

ed in this figure. Note the increase in the sample annealed with a nitrogen ambient. This

ambient dependence was observed in two batches of wafers despite large differences in the

hole trap density existing in the oxides prior to any post-oxidation anneal ing treatment.

Possible explanations for such behavior might be water contamin ation of gas sources or

incorporation of nitrogen in the form of silicon nitride at the interfac e. 24 Better contro l of gas

purity is needed to determine the reason.

In Fig. 6 the flat-band voltage shift is plotted as a function of post-oxidation anneal time

for samples from batch 3 having oxide thicknesses of 200 A and 350 A. The anneal was at

l000 C in an argon ambient and the shift after injection for 4000 seconds at a current of 9.6 x

l0~ A-cm 2 was used. Figure 6 indicates that for this batch, the pre-anneal hole trap density

is decreased by short anneal times but eventually increases with prolonged annealing. This is

similar to the behavior reported by Sclilesier ci al. on wet ~~~~~~~ Note that the degree to
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which the flat-band shift is affected by the anneal depends on the sample thickness. Prior to

annealing, the shifts scale with the ratio of the oxide thicknesses; after a 90 minute annneal it

scales with the square of this ratio. Other batches of wafers showed a monotonic increase of

trap concentration with anneal time. , The hole tra p concentration present in the wafers prior

to post-oxidation anneal is probably related to this behavior , But again despite inconsistencies

in the short-term annealing, long term anneals reproducibly caused an increase in the hole trap

concentrations measured by this technique.

A more complete study of the inter-relation between the long term anneals and the oxide

thickness was planned in batch 4. Wafers with various oxide thicknesses; subjected to 3

diffe rent post-oxide anneals were fabricated in batch 4. Growth and pulling conditions were

as previously described. One third of the wafers were annealed for 90 minutes in argon , one

third for 90 minutes in nitrogen and one-third were left unnanealed. Because flat-band shifts

became too large to measure in the thickest samples after 500 seconds of injection at a current

of 9.6 x i0~ A-cm~
2, the unsaturated flat-band voltage shift at this particular time was chosen

for comparison among the various thicknesses. The effective trap density associated with the

flat-band voltage change is a convenient physical quantity to compare since it automatically

adjusts for the increase in flat-band voltage associated with increased oxide thickness. It is

defined by the relation

~~~ ._-~
-__ AV~8

where 1
01 

is the oxide thickness , e is the dielectric constant of Si02 and e is an elementary

charge , and is porportional to the product of the centroid and density of this charge distrib-

ution as in Eq. (2b).

.5 Figure 7 summarizes the behavior of the effective density of trapped charge as a function

of oxide thickness for the three annealing conditions. The effective charge density in the

unannealed oxides is small and weakly dependent on oxide thickness. In fact the saturated .5

effective trap density (after injection for 4000 seconds) for the three thinnest oxides is

.5 
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thickness independent but exhibits a large increase for the thickest (590 A) sample. On the

other hand after the ninety-minute anneal , the effective charge density shown in figure 7 is

increased in magnitude and exhibits a strong Linear dependence on oxide thickness. In the

annealed samples, the rate of change of charge density with thickness does not depend on the

ambient but only on the anneal time and temperature . There is, however, an ambient depend-

ent contribution to the effective charge density which is thickness independent. This compo-

nent is much larger for the nit rogen annealed samples than for those annealed in argon.

If the same amount of charge is trapped in these oxides and localized at the interface ,

.5 equation (2b) predicts a thickness independent effective charge density. This apparently is not

the case for these oxides. Hole traps distributed uniformly through the bulk of the oxide can

explain the observed linear dependence of effective charge density on oxide thickness.

However, this picture is in contradiction with experimental observations of a cencroid close to

the silicon interface.”0 The effect of the high temperature treatments involved with growing

thicker oxides or annealing an oxide after it is grown must be to increase the number of active

trapping sites in the vicinity of this interface. How this is accomplished is not known but such

behavior is consistent with the two models postulated to explain the thickness dependence of

the trap densities , the viscious flow modeL~’5 and diffusion model.26 In both these situations

extended exposure to high temperatures can lead to an increased trap density near the
.5 

interfaces which increases with oxide thickness. In the firs t case, extended annealing times

allow additional bonds to be broken as viscous flow occurs near the interface to relieve the

thickness dependent shear stresses. In the second model , thicker oxides have already seen

longer times at high temperature in their growth process so that additional diffusion of excess

silicon may have already occured from the substrate.

Neither model , however , accomodates the observed dependence of trap density on

ambient in its framework. These results indicate that some species in the annealing gases per

se lead to traps close to the interlace. l’he identity of these species is as yet unknown.
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- Effective trap densities which are independent of thickness” or which depends linearly on

~~~~~~~~~ have been reported in studies on thicker oxides where radiation was used to provide

the carriers. It should be emphasized that in this study the effective charge density is directly

measured without adjusting for the thickness dependence of radiation-generated holes in the

_ozide. The hole trapping processes are entirely independent of the generation processes, giving

~ clearer interpretation of the hoLe trapping properties of the oxide. Direct comparison with

these earlier studies is difficult because of the difference in the oxide thicknesses used in the

experiments.

V. DISCUSSION

Avalanche injection of holes provides an alternative to the use of ionizing radiation to

study hole trapping in Si02. The positive charge and surface states created by passing ava-

lanche generated currents are identical to the phenomena observed in experiments using

radiation. In addition , the same trends in trapping behavior are produced when process

variables important to radiation hardening of oxides are examined using this technique. As

mentioned previously these studies separate the aspects of hole generation from those of hole

trapping leading to a better understanding of both. Since highly doped n-type substrates are

required for the technique , it cannot be used conveniently as a hardness test for off-the-shelf

MOS products. It is used to best advantage in surveys of processing effects and in studies of

the physical properties of hole trapping phenomena. -

Holes transported to the. silicon interface and not the radiation itself are responsible for

the creation of positive charge and surface states. This reaffirms the conclusion that radiation

does not create these traps but only provides the carriers to fill them. 3

Despite variations in processing batches , the effects of oxide thickness and post-oxidation .5

annealing are clear. The protracted post-oxidation anneals can introduce addit ional interface

t raps and enhance the thickness dependence of the effective charge density. Better contro l of
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annealing ambient , oxygen gases, and cooling rates after pull are required to further clarify

these results. Conflicting reports on the oxide thickness dependence of the effective trap
.5 density may have their origins in the type of post-oxidation anneals received after growth.

Apparently the details of time , temperature and ambient are important in determining how

strong this dependence is. -

Polysilicon gate capacitors were reported previously20 to be more sensitive to ionizing

radiation than aluminum gate capacitors. As shown here , the extended thermal anneals

necessary to dope the ja te material probably increase the hole trapping near the Si-Si02
.5 interface. Drive-in anneals should be optimized to reduce this component of trapping.

VI. SUMMARY -
-

Avalanche injection of holes has been shown as a new and valuable tool for the study of’

hole trapping in oxides. Characteristics of the trapped charge injected by this method are

almost identical with those of charge induced by radiation. Process control of the trap density

has been linked to the conditions of post-oxidation anneal in terms of ambient , time and

temperature. The trends in these variables follow those necessary for hardening oxides to

ionizing radiation. This annealing step has also been shown to control the extent to which the

effective charge density depends on the oxide thickness .
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TABLE !

POST-OXIDATION ANNEAL
CONDITIONS

BATCH RUN t~(A) . O2PULL AMB. TEMP. TIME

1 H 500 NO N2 I000 C 10 mm

2 1-2 500 YES Ar 15-180 mm

3 3-4 200,350 
- YES Ar-N2 “ 6-90 nun

4 6-9 200,350 YES Ar-N2 “ 90 nun

500,600
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TABLE !!

Hole Trapping Parameters

1(K) 01(cm2) N1(cin 2) o~(cm2) N2(cm 2)

295 — — 2.7x10 ’4 1.711012 5%

77 I .OxlO ’3 7xl0~ 1.9x10 ” 2.0x1O’~ 11%

H H . 

.
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- FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Schematic band diagram of MOS capacitor driven into avalanche conditions in

deep depletion. The Fermi levels are indicated by the dashed lines in the

equili brium regions of the device.

Figure 2 Typical MOS quasi-static (dotted lines) and high-frequency (solid line) C-V

characteristics before and after avalanching at a current of 1.7 x W ’ A-cm~
2

for 2500 sec. Note the build-up of slow interface states and positive charge

with injection.

Figure 3 Flat-band voltage shift as a function of injection time at a current of 4 x 10 ’

A-cur2 for capacitors on the same wafer. Injection was carried out at two

different temperatures , 77 K and 295 K. Additional trapping at shallow

centers accounts for the increase at 77 K.

Figure 4 Comparison of the flat-band shift with injection time for wafers of the same
- thickness from two different processing batches. Both wafers were pulled in

oxygen after growth at 1000 C and injected at a current of 9.6 * i0’ A-cur2

Figure 5 Comparison of the flat-band shift with injection time for wafers from batch 4

injected at a current of 9.6 x 10-’ A-cur 2. The bottom curve is from a wafer

which had no subseque nt post-oxidation anneal. The middle and upper curves

are results from wafers with 90 minute post-oxidation anneals in argon and

nitrogen respectively.

Figure 6 The flat-band voltage shift after 4000 seconds of injection at a current of 9.6 x

10’ A-cur2 is plotted as a fu nction of post-oxidation anneal time in argon for

wafers fro m batch 3.

Figure 7 The effective density of charge trapped after 500 seconds of injection at a

current of 9.6 * 10~ A-cur2 is plotted as a functio n of oxide thickness for
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three different post-oxidation annealing conditions seen by wafers in batch 4,
I i.e., no post-oxidation anneal, or a 90 minute post oxidation anneal in either

nitrogen or argon.
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Figure 1 Schematic band diagram of MOS capacitor driven into avalanche conditions on
- deep depletion. The Fermi levels are indicated by the dashed lines in the

equilibrium regions of the device. -
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Figure 2 Typical MOS quasi-static (dotted lines) and high-frequency (solid line) C-V

characteristics before and alter avalanching at a current of 1.7 x 10’ A-cur2

for 2500 sec. Note the build-up of slow interface states and positive charge

with inj ection.
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Figure 3 Flat-band voltage shift as a function of injection time at a current of 4 * 10’

A-cm4 for capacitors on the same wafer. Injection was carried out at two

different temperatures, 77 K and 295 K. Additional trapping at shallow

centers accounts for the increase at 77 K.
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Figure 4 Comparison of the flat-band shift with injection time for wafers of the same

- thickness from two different processing batches. Both wafers were pulled iá

oxygen after growth at 1000 C and injected at a current of 9.6 x 10 ’ A-cm 2
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Figure 5 Comparison of the flat-band shift with injection tim e for wafers from batch 4

injected at a current of 9.6 x 10’ A-cur1. The bottom curve is from a wafer

which had no subsequent post-oxidation anneal. The middle and upper curves

are results from wafers with 90 minute post-oxidation anneals in argon and

nitrogen respectively.
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Figure 6 The flat-band voltage shift after 4000 seconds of injection at a current of 9.6 x

10’ A-cni~
2 is plotted as a function of post-oxidation anneal time in argon for

wafers from batch 3.
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bIELECTRIC BREAKDOt’fl-T PHENOMENA IN Si02*

T. H. DiStefano
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center
Yorktown Height3, New York 10598

H. Shatzkes+
IBM Systems Products Division

- Hopewell Junction, New York 12533

Dielectric instability and breakdown in thin Si02
films are explained by a m athem atical model involv-
ing impact ionization and a resulting negative
resistance type of runaway. Electrons injected
from the cathode are accelerated by an electric
field to a point where~ some snail fraction of them

- 
produce hole-electron pairs by impact ionization.
Holes left in the Si02 produce a field distortion
which leads to a further enhancement of the impact
ionization, and so on to an electronic runaway.
The model is sensitive to two key parameters, the
ionization band-gap and the electron—phonon
scattering lenç’th. Quantitative e :planations are
given for thickness dependence, contact barrier
dependence, and time dependence of breakdown.

- 

* Supported in part by ARPA under contract no.
Fl9626—76—C—021~9.

+ On leave to Technion, Haifa , Israel

- . I. Introduction

In the development of semiconductor technology ,
dielectric instability and breakdown in insulators such as
Si02 have become increasingly significant in limiting both
performance and reliability. Because of the importance of
insulating thin films of 5i02 in the integrated circuit
industry , and because of the new inforratior. available on
the properties of this zaaterial , it is fruitful to reexamine
the physical processes which occur at high electric fields
in order to gain insight into the possible intrinzic break-
down mechanisms . Reliable data is available on the depen-
dence of breakdown upon insulator thickness 1 ’2 , electrode
work function 3 , and ionizing radiation1’ as well as on sever-
al material parameters of Si32 including ionization rate5 ,
effective hole mobility”7, and recombination cross section~The problem of sorting out the details of tkc breakdown pro-
cess in Si02 is considerably facilitated by the dcvelop
ment of materials technology as well as the wealth of data
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on electronic properties 
- 
which has become available. The

fundamental-phenomena which-occur during intrinsic ~c1ielec-tric breakdown in thin films of Si0 2 can be explained and
understood m a  way that is consistent with available data .

Historically, dielectri~ breakdown in insula tors was
described as an electronic avalanche process 9 1 2 , in which
the field is high enough that one initial electron is capa-
ble of producing a destructively large cascade of ionizing
events. A serious deficiency of avalanche models, the
neglect of the field distortion produced during the
avalaióhe, -was recognized by O’Dwyer,’3’ 1~4 who included the
effecf.of nole charge produced during the initial stages of
a breakdown. O’Dwyer was able to predict a negative resis-
tance~type of instability in which electrons are injected
from icathode electrode by a field enhanced process, a
portion of the electrons is accelerated to produce impact
ionization, and the slow moving holes left b~hir~d cause anenhan~ ément of the cathode field which leads to an increased
injection current, and so on, ad infinitum. A negative
resistance results from the no~Tocal feedhack produced by
the drift of holes to the cathode. The O’Dwyer model re-
solves the cuestion of why a low rate of avalanche iTtultipli—
cation is measured in insulators5’15 near the breakdown -

field.- The O’Dwyer model characterizes breakdown quite well
in semiconductors and in selected insulators , but it cannot
be applied directly to insulators such as SiC2 in which hole
mobility is extremely small; holes produced by impact ioni-
zation in SiC2 are removed predominantly by recombination in
the insulator. -

We have prOposed 16 a simple O’Dwyer type of model based
on impact ionization and field distortion that is appro-
priate to describe breakdown in SiC2, a material in which
holes have a relatively low mobility. All of the physically
significant processes are shown schematically in Fig . 1.
Electrons are injected by field enhanced emission from a
cathode , accelerated in the electric field , ar~~ scattered by
phonon emission. A small fraction of these electrons create
hole—electron pairs when they reach the ionization energy
at approximately twice the bandgap E ~ 9.0 eV’0 , leaving
behind a cloud of relatively slow mo~ ing rositive charge .
Holes are removed largely by recombination , with hole drift
apparently playinci only a minor role in the breakdown event.
The net positive charge cloud leads to a larg~~ curr-’~nt of
~~re energetic electrons, leading to a negati~~ re~~ stance
instaLility . :- po~ition dt~pendent ionizatiom. rate is -

necessary to provide the nonlocal foedLack esmential for
negative resistance. Although physical rcali~~’ lies sor.ie—
where between the two extremes of hole annihil.atior. by
recoznbination and removal by drift ,  we find t1~at the model
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-~~ based on recombination best describes the breakdown process
in Si02. The impact ionization-recombination model , based
on the most recent experimentally determined material para-
meters, is able to explain thickness, elcctrode, and radia-
tion dependence of dielectric breakdown in thin films of
Si02. The model is sensitive to only two key parameters,

- the bandgap of the insulator and the electron—phonon scat—
tering length.

II. Impact Ionization - Reconthination ~todel

A model calculation is based on steady state impact
• ionization and reconthination in order to determine the J-V

characteristic of a thin film of SiC2. Dielectric break-
down in this one dimensional model occurs at the critical

- 
point at the onset of negative resistance, where dV/ciJ=O.

- At currents above the critical point , the one dimensional
model is generally inapplicable. Electron current is
injected from the cathode electrode into the SiC2 by the
strongly field dependent process of Fowler-~ ordheim tunnel-
ing 19 . The injected electrons gain ener y from the field
and lose it to the lattice, primarily by phonon emission. In
developing a nonlocal rate of impact ionization, it is
assumed that a one dimensional projection of the electron-
phonon scattering events is a Poisson process, illustrated
in Fig. 2, in which the probability of emittin~~:~ -~honon is

• 
. - (1/A ) per unit length in the X direction. The A in this

model is -assumed to be energy independent. In each phonon
emission event, the electron is a)~lowed to lose the energy
of an LO phonon for ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Based on the Poisson model , the electron energy
distribution is found as a function of distance from the
cathode. This distribution is obtained in terms of a sin-
gle adjustable parameter A. The probability that a
given electron will have energy c~—n~w with respect to the
cathode Fermi level as it passes the point ~: is P, where

P(t , x )— (c/4~i~) 1 (~) e x

We allow an electron to ionize the lattice as soon as it
attains an energy of c 4 above the conduction band bottom;
the rate of impact ionization is then

n

— P(nff~ ,x),

L . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i



• where $(x) is the energy at the bottom of the conduction
band. In equilibrium, the rate of generation of holes
equals that for hole recombination, leading to a charge
density which is independent of the injected current J,

_ _ _ _ _  - 
-

e 3~~ ‘h ~ 
- 

-

where ca, is the weighted average reconthination cross sec-
tion. The potential • (x) is then found by a double numer-
ical integration of Poisson ’s equation with the ini tial
cathode field as a boundary condition.

The material parameters used in the calculation for
Si02 are the phonon energv -~!w—.153 eV, c=3.S, and the band—
gap e =9 eV. Recent evidence21 indicates that a coulorb
captu~ e cross section is reasonable for the case of electron
recombination with a trapped hole in Si02 . The model cal-
culations were based on a cross section2z

- 

6(c) =~~~(16~~:C)
2 
, 

-

which is 2.5 x 1O~~
3cm2 at the electron saturation velocity

in Si02. Th~ electron-phonon scattering length A was chosento be A—l.74X in order to fix th~ calculated breakdown
- - voltage at Vb=92.S V for a 1000 X thick film , in agreement

with the available experi~nental d t a 1’2 ’23 ’2’~. 
-

t
The impact ionization — reco~bination model is used

to determine the average field and the cathode field
for several SiC2 film thicknesses , from which the J—V
characteristic of Fig . 3 is obtained. The one adjustable
parameter X is chosen to place the breakdown instability
at 92.5 V for l0~0 ~ of Si02. For all film thicknesses
above about 150 ~~~, a shallow negative resistance region
appears above a critical point , defined by ~V/3J=0 , at which
dielectric breakdown occurs. The calculated breakdown
voltage was found to be relatively insensitive to the hole
recombination cross section, the cathode ccndition, and the
effective hopping mobility of the holes. The one-dimension-
al model calculation is strictly valid only for current
densities J below the critical point; in the negative resis-
tance regime above the critical point, a filamentary insta-
bili ty develops , as illustrated in Fig. 4, in which the
high current associated with the negative resistance - 

-

regime flows only in a small area of the film . It is the
discharge of the film capacitance through the negative
resistance filament which leads to a thermally destructive

• 
breakdown event. 

-
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III. Results

A. Thickness Dependence
- 

- - The critical point of instability was found by numeri-
cal. solution of our impact ionizatj on—reccmb ination model

• and the calculated dielectric strength was related to the -

Si02 film thickness. The thickness dependence of the exper—
imentally determined dielectric strength1’3 ’2 3 ’2” is shown
in Fig. 5, along with that calculated on the basis of our

- - ionization-recombination model (solid curve) and the O’Dwyer
model (dashed curve) . Tiie sharp rise in the experiment~l1ydetermined breakdown strength for thickness below ‘~1Z~O0 ~ is

- well explained by the ionization-recombination model. The
reason for this increase is that no ionization is possible
for a region within x0=(c.+$)/E of the cathode, so our model
predicts no intrinsic breIkdown for voltaqps less than
(c 4+$) or ‘~12 volts. The O’Dwyer type of model shows a
lo~arithntic dependence upon thickness, in part reflectingthe use of a local ionization rate in that model. The
increase in dielectric strength found in very thin films is
valid, of course, only for the intrinsic type of breakdown;

- other types of instabilities tend to dominate in the very
thin films.

8. Electrode Dependence - 
-

The experimentally determined , breakdown strength3 shows
no systematic dependence upon the’cathode contact barrier •as seen in Fig. 6. Here, the experimental uncertainty in
each point is of the order of ±0.5xl06 V/cm. The calculated
dielectric strength based on our ionization-recor~k ination

- 
model shows a very weak dependence on the barrier ~~, in -~

• agreement with the general trend of the experimental find—
ings. Calculations, based on an O ’Dwyer type of model show
a stronger dependence on • at the injecting contact . This

• difference in barrier dependence results directly from . the
mechanism of clearing holes from the insulator. Fased on
the data available, it seems that recombination is the domi-
nant mechanism in Si02. The • independence in thc clielec-
tric strength of Si02 is not expected to oxtcn~2 to the

• case of low work function contact structures, in which a
thermal instability n~ay be the dominant breakdown mechanism.

C. Time Dependence -

A finite time is necessary for an intrinsic breakdown
instability to develop because of the time required for the
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• buildup of the positive charge cloud. Although, the exact
solution for the time lag is difficult because of the non-
linear equations involved, an estimate can be made for the
case of a relatively thick film. ~;eglecting recombinationat fields above breakdown, on estimate r , is,

0C ,

aU
• where Q is the critical charge density, a is the continuum

ionizat~on rate, U is the film thickness, and J is the
initial tunneling current. Then,

- -
- -

~~~‘.bLAE~where b, B, and ~2 determine the electron ionization rate5,~’and A and B determine the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. It is
seen that the time lag in the breakdown process is strongly
dependent upon field.

D. Radiation Sensitivity

Since intrinsic dielectric breakdown in Si02 involves
the development of a positive charge cloud in the insulator,
it may be possible to initiate the breakdown process by
creating the positive charge by means of e::posing the sample
to an ionizing beam of radiation. MOS capacitors which were
exposed to tJV radiation at~~w=9.7 eV show a dramatic andrepeatable reduction of dielectric strengtW’. The breakdown
strength, measured by a self-healing technigue, shows a
reduction with increasing radiati~n intensity down to a
saturation level which is approximately half the intrinsic
dielect~ic strength. Figure 7 shows the results for a film
of 6920~-~ thickness.

E. Trapped Charge

Based on the ionization-recorrthination model of the
breakdown process in Si02, we would expect a stable charge
cloud to form at fields below that at which breakdown
takes place. Recently Shatzkes and Lv-ron25 have been able
to measure this charge Q and its centroid ~~; they used a
combination of field emission and C-V measurements, - 

-performed at low field , to determine the remnant charge
left from a previous high field pulse. Their results
for charge density Q are shown in Figure 8 for Si02 films of
thickness 263 ~ and 493 R. The charge Q calculated onthe basis of the ionization-recombination model for 1000 ~
of Si02 is shown as the solid curve in the figure . The
reasonably good overall agreement with
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• experiment indicates the existance of a stable charge cloud
which behaves in a way predicted by the ionization-recoxnbi-
nation theory.

IV.. Discussion
- 

• Th. impact ionization—recombination model for dielec-
tric breakdown seem to be in reasonably good agreement with
available data for Si02 . From the model, a picture can be
formulated of the significant processes which occur during
breakdown . The electrons are field emitted into the Si02
from the cathode electrode. The hottest of the electrons
ionize the lattice, leaving behind slow moving holes. A
cloud of positive charge formed by ionization and recom~i-nation leads to an increased current of hotter electrons. - - 

-

The result is that a negative resistance type of instabil-
ity develops in which a local charge cloud leads to an
enhanced current. The small fillament of current drains
charge from the capacitor in a destructive breakdown event.

During the electronic breakdown process, the experi-
mental evidence indicates that recorthination. is the most
important mode of removing holes produced by impact ioniza-
tion. Hole drift to the cathode seems to play a relatively

• minor role in determining the conditions leading to dielec-
tric breakdown. One piece of experimental evidence, the

- dependence, of dielectric strength on the cathode contact
barrier , shows no systezn~tic variation which would be
expected if drif t were the dominaitt mechanism of clearing
holes from the insulator . The pr~blem of hole transport in
Si02 is a rather complex one, with some evidence7 that these
are two modes, one relatively fast and one trap limited and
slow. In the model, we are concerned with only the slow
holes, since the- fast holes contribute little to the field
distortion. A more accurate model, incluciin~ the complex-ities of hole transport, is expected to show the same
general characteristics as our simple model.
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THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OP Si02, 0e02 AND INTERMEJMATE
Si,G 1, O, COMPOSITIONS: EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

Sokrates T. Pantelides, Bernhard Flscher.t Roger A. Pollak,, and Thomas H. Di Stefano

IBM Thomas J. Watson Reseazch Center, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598, USA

(Received 27 December 1976 by E. Burstein)

The~redca1 calculations are reported for Si02, Ge02 and the intermediate compos-
ition S13Gc3O2 which reproduce the main observed features and trends in experimen-
tal pbotoemission spectra. The a~~eement between the two establishes the impor—
tance of band theory in understanding the electronic structure of these materials, and
demonstrates that detailed quantitative predictions are feasible for such complex
materials in terms of the empirical tight-binding method. The calculations further
establish that the structure in the valence bands is determined mainly by nearest-
neighbor oxygen-oxygen interactions.

The electronic structure of SiO, and Ge02 has been and much of the internal structure are largely deter -
the subject of considerable attention in the literature. mined by the nearest-neighbor oxygen-oxygen p-orbital
Most attempts have, however, mainly focused on interactions, a factor which should be central in under-
~~~~~~~~ experimental data (optical absorption, x-ray standing the electronic propeties of all the silicate glass- - -

absorption, x-ray emission, photoemission. etc.) in es
terms of simple “molecular-orbital” energy levels. Such The ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS)
asngnwents have worked well for certain experimental measurements were perforpned using a cylindrical mir-
spectra, but at the same time were incompatible with ror electrostatic-deflection type electron energy analyz-
other spectra.’2 Furthermore, several assignment er (resolution 0.25 eV) and 40.8 eV photons from a
schemes, based on similar ideas, differ substantially He-discharge lamp. The x-ray photoemission spectros-
from each other. One difficulty arises from the fact copy (XPS) measurements were performed with a
that the crystal structures of these materials are corn- Hewlett-Packard x-ray photoelectron spectrometerplex, with low symmetry and many atoms in a primitive which has a monochromatic Al Ka,,~ x-ray source
unit cell. This complexity has inhibited the successful (1486.6 eV) and a resolution of 0.6 eV. First, Si ,Ge,~,application of band-theoretic techniques which have in films several thousand Angstroms thick were deposited
the past proven very powerful for simpler materials, on sapphire substrates by DC sputtering from targets
Recently, Pantelides and Harrison2 (PH) and Schneider formed by melting high-purity polycrystalline silicon
and Fowler3 (SF) performed energy band calculations and germanium onto a molybdenun substrate. Thefor Si02 and independently pointed out the importance Si,Ge1,02 films which were studied with UPS were
of energy-band theory for a systematic interpretation of oxidized in sUij in the spectrometer by heating to 4500
the data. PH went beyond SF in calculating densities of C for 13 minutes in 10~ torr of oxygen. The films
states (DOS) but both used the band results only as studied with XPS were oxidized by heating in oxygen to
gv~~ to interprete the data, leaving a host of questions 650° C for two how’s in a tube furnace and then imme-
unresolved. The nature of the electronic states in these diately transferred to the spectrometer vacuum. The
materials has not therefore thus far been conclusively compositions of the films used in the UPS experiments
determined due to the inability of theory to directly and were determined by electron microprobe analysis and
unambiguously reproduce the observed spectra. the compositions of the films used in the XPS experi.

In the present paper we present theoretical calcula- ments were estimated from the relative internsities of
tions of the photoemission spectra of SO 2, Ge02, and XPS spectra from the Ge 3d, Si 2p, and 0 Is core 1ev-
the intermediate composition Si~Ge ,O~. which repro- cIa. The oxide films were thicker than the escape depth
duce the important features and trends in the observed of the photoelectrons, as evidenced by the absence of
spectra. The results show that a molecular-orbital pic- unoxidized Si or Ge core levels in the spectra . More
tm-c about a single oxygen atom is inadequate. They experimental details are given in Ref. & The expert-
also establish the importance of band theory for these mental spectra are shown in Fig. 1.
mater ials and show that quanti tative predictions are The theoretical calculations were carried out in
feasible for materials of such high complexity and low terms of the empirical tight-binding model employed by
symmetry. Finally, they establish that the bandwidth PH. The basis orbitals are the tetrahedrally-oriented sp3 -~ -

Work supported in part by the Office of Nava l Research, Washington D.C. un~er contr act No. N 00014-76-
C-0934 and in part by the Advanced Research Product Agency and monitored by AFCR L under contract No.
~ l9628.76 C-O249
I Present address: Max-Planck Institut fur Festkorperforschung, Stuttgart, West Germany.
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Fig. I. Experimental UPS and XPS spectra for Si,,Ge1.,02 films.

hybrids -on the Si/Ge atoms and the p orbitals on the The precise composition of the various A’s and B’s,
oxygens. These orbitals (Fig. 2) are allowed to interact , as well as their energy positions are entirely determined
giving rise to five types of orbitals: (1) a bonding orbital in terms of two parameters, the hybrid--p -orbital inter-
B, ~~omprized of p, and the odd combination of the action W2 and the hybrid--p -orbita l energy separation
hy&ids, (2) an orbital B, comprized of p, and the even W 3. These have been fixed by making use of the optical
combination of the hybrids (B,—p, for the ideal cubic spectrum of Si02 (see Ret. 2). The parameters for
structure, Fig. 2a), (3) a non-bonding orbital H,.p,, Ge02 and the intermediate compositions are then deter-
and (4,5) two correspond ing antibonding orbitals A, mined by making use of the relative hybrid energ ies of
and A,. The B’s are occupied , giving rise to the valence Si and Ge and the d 2 rule, where d is the bond length. 2
bands while the A’s are empty, giving rise to the con- With the basis orbitals just defined , a tight-binding ener-
duction bands. For the intermediate Si~Ge ~O, compos- gy band calculation is carried out by retaining only
idon, the main additional5 effect is a mixing between B, nearest-neighbor interactions. This introduces two new
and B,. parameters, a hybrid-hybrid interaction V1 (carried over

from previous work on the tetrahedral semiconductors )
- Y and the oxygen-oxygen ppo interaction VP . The latter is

- Si adjusted to the observed total width of the valence
bands of Si02. For Ge02 and the intermediate compos-

2 obtained for cubic Si02 with these choices are in very
.
“... good accord with the first-principles bands of SF. We

are now in position, however, to bend the Si-O-Si) iuons V, is scaled with the d’2 rule. The valence bands

S chains to the observed angles (144°) and rep eat the
* I calculations and obtain the valence bands and corre-

SI ponding DOS for the various cases of interest. The
latter are then broadened by convolutin g with a gaus-

a sian of width 0.3 eV. This broadening turns out to be
a extremely important as it eliminates most of the sharp

‘ . Py,.~ 
2 spiked structure s in the DOS (see Fig. 3) whic h pre-

analysis of the observed spectra .
The final broadened DOS curves for Si02, GeO a -

- 

~~~~ and Si~ Ge,,O~ (or SiGeO 1), are shown in Fig. 4 for

- - 

‘ 
Si cluded PH from carrying out more than a qualitative

h 
‘

~~ 

“•‘.~~~~ direct comparison with Fig. 1. In view of the fact that
8 “..~ the calculation did not include photoemission matri x

“ z 
elements, the compa rison must be limited to the overal l

- 
trends amon g the various compositions and to the posi-

Z lions of dips and peaks in the individual spectra. No
comparison can be made of the relative heights of

Fig. 2. The tight-binding orbitals employed in the cal- peaks.
culatlons. (a) For the ideal cub~c structure, and (b) for It is seen that the overall trends present in the data
the general case. are reproduced by the theory. In particular , the total
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width decreases as one goes from Si02 to GeO2. Also TABLE I
the main dip at about 4 eV fills up slowly and moves to Experimental and theoretical positions (in eV) of
higher energies in both the experimental and theoretical peaks and dips in the photoemission spectra of Si02 and
curves , as shown by the dashed lines in Figs. I and 4. CeO 2. The numbering refers to Fig. I in order of in-

_____________________________  

creasing binding energy.
I I I I I

Feature XPS UPS Theory

Sb )
- - - dip l 5.3 5.3. 4.7

dip 2 7.6 8.1 8.5
peak 1 2.8 2.6 1.2,2.3
peak 2 6.5 6.4 5.7

li - total width 11.5 11.2 11.7U) r
~~~i

I peak 3 9.8 9.8 9.9

‘H‘ J JI p dip 1 4.0 4.0 3.7
dip 2 6.6 6.9 7.0

_______________  I 

peak i 1.9 1.8 1.2,2.9
peak 2 5.1 5.0 4.5
peak 3 8.7 9.3 8.3

‘2 10 8 6 4 2 0 total width 10.4 10.1 10.0
BINDING ENERGY (iv) The empirical tight-binding method employed in

Fig. 3. Density of States (DOS) and broadened DOS the calculations presented above allows a detailed anal-
for the valence bands of Si02. ysis of the results in terms of simple physical concepts.

For example , it has long been suggested that the top of
- the valence bands, in particular the broad feature from

SI

~~~

t\

~~ 

0 to about 4 eV, arises from the non-bonding oxygen pTh~~~~ orbitals, whereas the remainder of the bands arises from
the bonding orbita ls. The present calculations show this

note that the Si-O interaction (W 2) is resp onsible for
separation to be an oversimplification of reality. First

the formation of the bonding orb ita ls. It is the 0-0
interaction V, alone that causes the banding of the non-
bonding orbi tals, and it is V~, together with V 1 that cause
the banding of the bonding orbi tals. The same V~, how-

‘0 

ever , is also responsible f~r the admixture between the
bonding and non-bonding orbi tals, the net resul t being a
str ong hybridization betwee n the bonding and non-
bonding bands. The nature of the hybridi zation is par-

bonding bands overiap considerably with the pure bond-
- ticularly interesting. If it is turned off , the pure non-

ing ones. When the hyb ridization is turned on. the two
sets of bands push strongly on each other. opening up a

molecular-orbital picture would suggest, since the pm-
gap at 4 eV (Fi g.3). This is opposite to what a

2 10 8 6 4 2 0 ence of a gap between two levels would be v-lewd as aBINDING ENERGY (IV) consequence of hybridization.
Fig. 4. Theoretical photo emission spectra for In conclusion , we have presented new expenment al
Si,Ge,.,O) films. Compare with Fig. I .  spectra which help establish the electronic structure of

Si03 and Ge01 Theoretical calculations in terms of the
empirical tight-b inding method ( ETBM ) have proved

For more dets il comparison between theory and successful in reproducing the experimental spectra and
experiment , the positions of the - peaks and dips in the establishing the validity of the band picture for these
theoretical and experimental curves of S102 and CeO 2 rather complex materials. It should be emphasized that
are listed in Table I . For the purposes of this Table , the only the total width of the bands of Si02 was used as an
zero of energy in the theoretical curves was redefined input in performing the calculat ions. The internal struc-
by the technique employed in obtaining the zero of lure in the spectrum of Si02, as well as the other spectra
energy in the experimental spectra, namely by linear in their entirety, were p~wdic:ed and found to be in good
extrapolation of the descending curve. The main discre - agreement with experiment. This demonstrates the
pancy in both materials is peak 1 which appears as a capabi lity of the ETB M to yield quantitative predictions
double peak in the theoretical curves. The agreement for materials for which other methods nay not be too
between experiment 6 and theo ry for the remaining lea- convenient to apply due to low symmetry and compli-
lures is better than 15%. cated lattices.
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~rrvc SYSTEW

- , lASS UN~~
Quantity _~~!L gi Syaboj_ Feemsis

length met,. a
mass kIlogram kg
tim. second a
slscblc current empire . A
thermodynamic temperature kelvin K
amount of substanct. mole 15101
luminous intensity candela cd

SUPPLEMEJTARY UNrTS: -

plan, angle radian red
solid angle stsradian er

DWVED UNiTS:
Acceleration metre per second squared ... mis
activity (of a radioactive source) disintegration per second ... (diointsgratienYe
angular acceleration ra dian per second squared ... radls
angular velocity radian per second ... radii
Sf55 square metre ... a
density kilogram per cubic metre ... kglin
&ecistc capscltance farad F MN
micthc.I conductance siemens S AN
slictric field stren gth volt per metre ... Vim
electric inductance henry H V .IA
electric potential difference volt V WIA
electric resistance ohm VIA
electromotive force volt V WIA
energy joule I Na
entropy joule per kelvin ... Ilk
torn. newton N kpmls
frequency hertz Hz (cpcl$ls
IlIwuIn.nce Iwi lx helm
luminance candela per square metre. ... cdlm
luminous flux lumen lm Cd..,
magnetic field strength ampere p.r metre ... Aim
magnetic flux w.b.r Wb V..
magnetic flux density u sia T Whim
magustomotive force ampere A
power welt W Ii
present. psacal Pa Nim
quantity of electricity coulomb C A..
quantity of heat joule I Nm
radiant Intensity watt per eteradian ... Wis,
specific heat - oul. per kilogram -kelvin ... Jlkg.K
stress pascal P. Nim
thermal conductivity watt per metre-kelvin ... WIm.K
velocity metre p.r second ... awe
viscosity, dynamic pescal-second ... Pa..
viscosity, kinematic square metre per second ... —

vam p volt V WIA
volume cubic metre ... a
w.v,number reciprocaL metre ... (weve~towork joule I N’m

SI PWIXES:

- _~~f~~tipilcation Factors 
- P~.fi ~ SI Syijibol

1~~~~0O0 QU0 0O0-10” tire
- l ooo 000 0o o— i o ’ sip C

1 000 000—10’ meg. M
1000—10’  kIlo

100 — 10~ hecto’ h
10 — 10’ dska ’ da

0.1 • 1O ’ - did ’
0.01 a ~~ centi’ c

0.001 • 10—I mUll in
0.000 001 - 10 ’

0.000 000 001 • 10’  nina - ft
0.000000 000 001 — 10 11

0.000 000 000 000 001 —
0.000000 000 000 QUO 001 — 10 ’s alto S

• ‘To be avoided wham possible.
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